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G u I d • Change Summary 

The following Is a summary of the changes to thJs user guide smce the last 
version was released. 'nlIs user gwde, version 88-011788-01 J, 
supersedes version 88-011798-01 H. 

The enUre user guide has been changed according to the new Compumotor 
user guide styles and illustration standards. 

Q The followtng commands have been added to the ZX Indexer /Drtve. 
BC.III 
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x S E R E S COMMANDS 

Command Overview 
The infonnation in this user guide will enable you to: 
Q Understand the ZX Indexer/Drive's command language 
Q Use this chapter as a reference for the function, range, default, and sample 

use of each command 

The ZX advances Compumotor's X-language by offering high-level 
programming commands. Software structures include IF THEN-ELSE 
statements. WHILE loops. REPEAT UNTIL loops. subroutines. and GOTO 
statements. Math functions with variables can be performed with this 
command language. You can execute complex decision-making routines in 
the software structures. Multiple expressions can be evaluated with the 
IF, REPEAT. and WHILE statements. You can define and execute up to 99 
sequences using front-panel push buttons. With the added programming 
complexity. a trace mode has been provided to trace step-by-step through 
sequences. This allows you to test your application and debug any 
potential problems. You can custom program messages to prompt the user. 
In addition, a fault sequence is available that will execute a sequence when 
several different error conditions exist. I/O activation can be Simulated to 
help test program flow. A special sequence can be run that will execute 
only when certain conditions occur such as input states. variable 
comparisons, etc. 

Command Format Description 

CD--CCA 

~
TYpe 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
DefauK 
Responaea 
See also 

The following section describes the format of the command descriptions 
used in this chapter. The arrows refer to the numbered sections below. 

Configure Current Average 
Set-Up '" 
<a>CCAn 1ID 
n - amps 
Motor dependent 
Motor dependent 
* AVE_CURRENT _LIMIT -nnn.nn_AMPS 
CCP 

./verSlonA 

<:ID""" Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command desines the maximum average current. If the average current commanded by the controller 
exceeds the value defined by the CCAcommand, the amplifier will be disabled. 

CV----Command Description 
> CCAW.OO Sets the average current limit to 20.00A (14.,14 Arms) 
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<D Command Identifier 
The letter or letters used to represent the command. 

® Command name 

@ Version 

® Characteristics 

Type 

Set-Up 

Programming 

Status 

Motion 

Syntax 

Variable a 

Variable c 

Variable II 

Variablep 

Variabled 

Units 

Range 

Default 

2 ZX IndexerlDrive 

This name used to refer to the command. For example. Acceleration for 
the A command. 

The revision of software in the ZX Indexer IDrive when the described 
command was first introduced or last modified. If the revision level of the 
software you are using is equal to or greater than the revision level listed 
here. the command is available in your unit. You can determine the level 
of software in your ZX Indexer IDrive by issuing the Revision Level (RV) 
command. 

The following sections describe the main characteristics of the command. 

This portion of the box contains the command's type. The four command 
types are listed below. 

These commands define Set-Up conditions for the application. Set-Up 
commands include the following types of commands: 

o Homing (go home acceleration and velocIty. etc.) 
o Input/Output (limits. scan time. In-posItion time, etc.) 
o Tuning (servo or posItion tracking) 
o General (set switches, return to factory settings. etc.) 
Programming commands affect programming and program flow. For 
example. trigger. output. all sequence commands. quote. time delays. pause 
and continue. enable and front-panel. loop and end loop. line feed. 
carriage return. and backspace. 

Status commands respond (report back) information. 

Motion commands affect motor motion (for example. acceleration. 
velocity. dIstance. go home. stop. direction. mode. etc.) 

This field shows the syntax for the command. ZX Indexer/Drive 
commands use the following generic syntax: acspd 

This variable is the device address. If an address is optional. it Is shown 
in angle brackets: <d>. Only commands that require the ZX to send a 
response require a device address. All commands may use a device address 
to deSignate which unit on a daisy chain should receive the command. 

This variable is the command identifier. which is one or more letters. 

This variable represents a sign. A sign is not allowed for all commands. 
The II is not shown in the syntax if not allowed. 

This variable represents the parameters the command requires. There 
may be zero or more parameters. If the number of parameters is zero n Is 
not shown in the syntax 

This variable is the end of command delimiter. This is always required 
and is not shown in the following descriptions for clarity. The delimiter 
may be a space character or a carnage return. 

This field describes what unit of measurement the parameter in the 
command syntax represents. 

This is the range of valid values that you can specify for n (or any other 
parameter specified). 

The default setting for the command is shown in this box. A command 
will perform its function with the default setting if you do not provide a 
value. 



Response 

q- Hslpful Hint: 
To receivfI a response, a 
device adctess IS required. 

See Also 

@ Attributes 

Buffered 

Device Specific 

Independently 
Saved 

Saved In 
Sequences 

@ Description 

(!) Example 

The response to the command is shown in this box. Status commands 
report a condition in the indexer. Status commands do not affect the 
status they read. 

Commands that set parameters report the parameters when the command 
is issued without a parameter. For example. Al"" sets the acceleration to 
100 rps. but lA returns the current setting. 

Commands that are related or similar to the command described are listed 
here. 

Each command has attributes as shown below. 

Attrlbut •• 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[xl Independently saved 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

If the Buffered box is checked the command is buffered. If it is not checked 
the command is acted on immediately. Buffered commands are executed 
in the order they are received. An internal buffer. or storage area, holds 
the commands in a queue until the previous command has been executed. 

Immediate commands are executed as they are received. ImmedIate 
commands are executed even if the command buffer has commands in it. 
For example. the Stop (S) command is immediate. When a Stop command 
is received the motor is stopped as soon as the command is received. The 
ZX Indexer/Drive does not process the commands in its command buffer 
before stopping the motor. 

If the Device specific box is checked the command requires a device 
identifier. If it is not checked the command may be used with or without a 
device identifier. Commands which are device specific are nonnally 
Status commands. Device specific commands have a syntax description 
with a d by Itself before the command. If it is not device specific the 
command syntax description has a <d> in angle brackets before the 
command. 

If the Independently saved box is checked. the parameter controlled by the 
command is always saved. This differs from commands that may only be 
Saved in sequences and those that are never saved. If neither the 
Independently saved nor the Saved in sequences box is checked. the command 
is never saved. 

If the Saved in sequences box is checked. the command will be saved only if 
it is in a sequence and you issue the Save command (sv). Ifneither the 
Independently saved nor the Saved in sequences box is checked. the command 
is never saved. 

A description of the command appears in this area along with any special 
considerations you should know about. 

An example of how to use the command appears in this area. The left 
column contains the commands issued to the ZX Indexer/Drive. The right 
column contains descriptions of what the commands do in the program. 

Evaluation Commands 
The IF. WHEN. WHILE. and UNTIL commands contain fields that are 
evaluated to provide conditional program flow. The evaluation statement 
is contained in parentheses after the IF. WHILE and UN'l'IL commands. 
An underscore U indicates each comparison. 
(J IF (condition) .. commands .. ELSE .. commands .. NIl 

(J REPEA~ .. commands .. UNTIL(condition) 
(J WHILE (condition) .. commands .. NWHILE 
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Example 

4 ZX IndexerlDrive 

The conditions are comprised of a set of evaluation statements: 
(i) FLDDDDnDnn: compare to user flag. Use the SFL command to set the bits and 

evaluate them with the FL comparison. 
n n n n n n n n 

:~ ---.J I 
® INnnnnnnnDnnD: compare to input status (uses same data avatlable with zs 

command). 
IN n n n n n n n n n n 

!:~ --.-l III 
1~~1::::::::::~~-______ ~ 1~7': 

@ ERnnnnnnnn: compare to error flag. ThIs comparison is effective in a sequence 
that is executed on a fault condition (see X!'lt command). The ER comparison 
can then be used to detennlne what type of fault occurred. 

ER n n n n n n n 

~:':'~3$n IIIII 
Software ccw Urna Reached (BIt 4) 
Software CW Urn. Reached (BIt 3) 

Re~~~ -;;;Fie;;;r::::::::::::::::::~ U~r Faull Input Is Reached 

@ Variable compares: 
VARn>VARn 
VARn-VARn 
VARn<VARn 
The ZX has two counters that can evaluate comparisons. pos stores the absolute 
position count in motor steps traveled since power was applted to the system. 
There are three ways to zero this counter: 
(J Home the system 
(J Issue a PZ (Posltlon Zero) command 
(J Reset the system either with the power or the reset (z) command 

PEP is the second counter. (only in ZXF systems). PEP tracks the total number of 
steps received from the followtng encoder. ThIs counter can be reset with the 
PPZ command. Either of these counters can be substituted for the variable in a 
comparison or loaded into a variable for program manipulation. 

@ AND: Boolean and operation 
® OR: Boolean or operation 

Command 
>IP(IN10_0~L01) 

>QDl 
>BLBB 
>QD2 
>NDI' 
>VARS-POS 
>RBPBA'1' 
>QDS 
>'1'S.11JI 
>8 
>OHTZL(POS>VAR5~_XNee) 

>VAR6.POS 
>WBILB (POS>VA1Ui~_XNee) 

>QD7 
>'1'2.11JI 
>IIIfBZLB 

Pucdptlon 
If CCW and CW limits input status is 10 or the user nag Is set 
to 01, execute next command, else execute command 
following ELSE 
Execute pnKlefined move 1 
ELSE command 
Execute prudefined move 2 
End of if 
Set Variable 5 = to the value of the currunt position 
Repeat command 
Execute prudefined move 5 
Delay 5 seconds 
Change Direction 
If the CCW and CW limits Input status is 00 and the 
position counter is > variable 5, jump to the REPEAT 
command, else, execute next command 
Set Variable 6 = to the value of the currunt position 
If the absolute position counter is > variable 6 and the 
Input status of the CCW and CW limits is 00, execute 
next command, else execute command following NWHILE 
Execute prudefined move 7 
Delay two seconds 
End of WHILE--jump to WHILE command 





TF-Sel Following Time 
T~e Time Report 
TR-Wait for Trigger 
TRD-Read Timer from Parallel va 
TS-Trigger Input StabJa 
TX-Transmil Variable and Siring 

U-Pause and Wait for Continue 
UNTll-Until 

V-Velocity 
VAR-Variables 
VARD-Read Variables from Parallel va 
VRD-Read Velocity from Parallel va 
vS-Set StartlSlop Velocity 

WI-Signed Binary Position Report 
W2-Hexadeclmal Position Report 
W3-Signed Hexadecimal (i:) Position Report 
WHEN-=-Set WHEN Condilloil 
WHilE-While 

XBS-Report Sequence Memory Available 
XC-Sequence Checksum Report 
XD-Sec!uence Definition 
XDIR--5equence Dir8C1Dry 
XE-5equence Erase 
XEAll-Erue All Sequencel 
XFK-Set Fault Of' KiM Sequence 
XG-GOTa Sequence 
XO-SequenC8 Interrupted Run Mode 
XR-Run Sequence 
XRD-Read Sequence via Parallel va 
XRP-Sequence Run with Pause 
XS-Sequence Execution Staws 
XSD-Sequence Staws Definition Report 
XSR-Sequence StabJa Run Report 
XSS-SequenC8 Stalus Report 
XST -Sequence Step Mode 
XT -Sequence Termination 
XTR-Sel Trace Mode 
XU-Upload Sequence 
XWHEN-When Sequence 

V-SlOp loop 

Z-Resel 
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, Comment Field 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>; 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Respons. None 
Se. also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

The ; designates a comment withIn a sequence. 
adding descriptions of programs to sequences. 

The characters after the ; are not executed and allow 

COmmana DeSCription 
> XDl Defines sequence'1 
> A2. Sets acceleration t) 20 rps 
> AD3. Sets deceleration t) 30 rps 
> V5 Sets velocity to 5 rps 
> D51/J1/J1/J1/J Sets di&Iance to 50,000 
> ; NOVE SLIDE III Comment not executed 
> G - - Ex8QJtes the mow (Go) 
> X'r Ends defining S8CJJenC8 '1 

A Acceleration 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>A<n> 
Un Its n = rps2 
Range 0.01 to 9999.99 
DefaUlt 10 rps2 
Response *An 
See also 0, v, G, AD 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Acceleration (A) command specifies the acceleration rate to be used upon executing the next Go (G) 
command. The acceleration. which is stored in non-volatile memory. remains set until you change it. You 
do not need to reissue this command for subsequent Go (G) commands. 

Upon powering up. if the Deceleration (AD) command has not been modified. any modifications to 
Acceleration (A) will also affect the deceleration. This prevents having to access both parameters when the 
desired acceleration and deceleration rates are the same. Once the deceleration has been modified, setting 
the deceleration simply requires the AD command. The value of n can also be a variable (refer to the VAR 
command). 
Command 
>101 
>A5 
> ADI. 
> VI. 
> Dl.fIlI/JfII 
> G 
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DeScription 
Sets the moves t) mode normal (preset moves) 
Sets Acceleration to 10 rps2 
Sets Deceleration to 10 rps2 
Sets Velocity to 10 rps 
Sets Distance to 10,000 steps 
Ex8QJ1Bs the moYe (Go) 





BCCP Buffered Configure Current Peak 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCCPn 
Units n = amperes 
Rang. Motor dependent 
Default Motor dependent 
Respons. *PEAK_CURRENT_LlMlT=nnn .nn_AMPS 
See also CCP 
BeCP defines the buffered maximum peak current that is sent to the motor. 
the value defined by this command. 

COmmana D8SCi'lpiion 
> BCCP4" .• Sets the bufJared peak cooent Imit ~ 4O.00A 

BCDB Buffered Configure Deadband 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCDBn 
Units n = steps 
Rang. 0 - 999,999,999 
Default 0 
Re span s. *SLlP _FAULT_OEAOBANO=nnnnnnnnn _STEPS 
See also ClP, CMR, CPE, OUT 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The current will never exceed 

Version D 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

BeDB defines the deadband In steps. The deadband Is the range of input signals for which there is no 
system response. If the absolute value of the pOSition error is within the deadband value specified by COB, 
outputs that are configured as deadband outputs wUl be active. 
Command 
> BCDBS" 
> OOT2V 

oeaCription 
SeE fle deacI:land to 50 steps 
Configures output #2 as within deacband 
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BCPD Buffered Configure Position Derivative 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCPDn 
Units n = % of position derivative 
Range 0 - 99 
Default 0 
Response *POSlTlON_OERlVATlVE_PERCENT=n 
See also CPOM, CPO 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the buffered derivative galn for the position control loop. When you tune the ZX with 
BCPD, you are setting a percentage of the Position Derivative Maximum. BCPD overrides the Configure 
Velocity Feed Forward (CVF) Buffered Configure Velocity Feed Forward (Bcvr), Configure Tach Gain, and 
Buffered Configure Tach Gain (BCTG) commands. 
COmmand oescrlptlon 
> BCPD15 Sets the position derivative k) 15% of the max value 

BCPE Buffered Configure Position Error 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCPBn 
Un Its n = motor 
Rang. 0 - 163,830,000 
Default 5000 
Response *MAXlMUM_POSlTION_ERROR=nnnnnnnnn STEPS 
See also CPE 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command Is identical to CPB except that It is buffered. It is useful when the poSition error must be 
changed in a sequence. If a value is supplled. the specified value wUI become the new value for the 
maximum position (or following) error. The buffered CPE command differs from the CPE command only in 
that It can be executed sequentially. If the range is zero (n=O) this error Is disabled. 
Command D8Scription 
> AS SeE Acceleration to 5 uni~ 
> Vl" SeE Velocity ~ 10 unilslsec 
> BCPB4Q1fH1 Sets maximum bI~ error to 4,000 steps 
> D32Q1fH1 SeE Distance ~ 32,000 
> Q Executes the move (Go) 
> BCPB6Q1fH1 Sets maximum bliowing error to 6,000 steps 
> Q Executes the mcwe (Go) 

The maximum following error is set to 4.000 steps before the first 32.000-step move and to 6.000 steps 
before the second 32.0oo-step move. 
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BCPI Buffered Configure Position Integral 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCPIn 
Units n = !Is of position integral 
Range 0 - 99 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_INTEGRAL_PERCENT=nn 
See also CPIM, BCPIM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the buffered integral gain for the position control loop. When you tune the drive 
using the &CPI command. you are setting a percentage of the Position Integral Maximum (CUM). which can 
be changed with the BCPIX command. 
COmmand b8iCi'lplion 
> BCPI5 Set buffered position integral gain ID 5% of the maximum value. 

. ... ; ... : .... : 

BCPIM Buffered Configure Position Integral Maximum Version A 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCPIMn 
Units n = maximum position integral 
Range 0 - 32767 
Defau It Motor dependent 
Response *MAXlMUM_POSITION_INTEGRAL=nn 
S8e also CPIM, BCPI 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command defines the buffered integral gain for the position control loop. When you tune the drive 
using the &CPI command. you are setting a percentage of the Position Integral Maximum (CUM). which can 
be changed with the BCPIM command. 
Command oesCription 
> BCPI5 Set buffered position integral gain ID 5% of the maximum value. 
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BCPP Buffered Configure Position Proportional Version A 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCPPn 
Units n = !Is of position proportional 
Range 0 - 99 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_PROPORTIONAL_GAIN=nn 
See also CPPM 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command defines the buffered proportional gain for the position control loop. When you tune the drive 
using the &CPP command. you are setting a percentage of the Position Proportional Maximum (CPPM). 

COmmand oescrletlon 
> BCPP 35 set POSition proportIOnal gain \0 35% of ihe m8XJmum value. 

BCPPM Buffered Configure Position Proportional 
Maximum 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 

Range 
Default 

Set-Up 
<a>BCPPMn 

steps/sec 
n = 

steps 
o -032767 
Motor dependent 

Response *POSITION_PROPORTIONAL_MAXIMUM=nnnnn 
See also CPM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum buffered proportional gain for the pOSition control loop. When you tune 
the drive using the BCPP command. you are setting a percentage of the Position Proportional Maximum (CPPM). 

Command DeScription 
> BCPPM25H Set maximum to 2,500 
> BCPP35 Set position propor1ional gain to 35% of 2,500 
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BCRR 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

Buffered Configure Resolver Resolution 
Set-Up 
<a>BCRRn 
n = bits, A = automatic resolution switching 
12, 14, 16, A 
A 
*RESOLVER_RESOLUTlON=AUTO 
*RESOLVER_RESOLUTlON=nn_BITS •.. [nnnn_RPM_MAXJ 

See also DPR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The CRR command defines the buffered resolution of the resolver. The resolver information is the position 
feedback required by the controller to commutate the motor and perfonn its selVO loop. This number is 
expressed In bits. The maximum velocity at which the Resolver-Digital Converter can still operate varies 
with the resolver resolution chosen: 

Q 12-bits = 4096 counts/rev 8000 rpm max 
Q 14-bits :. 16384 counts/rev 3800 rpm max 
Q 16-bits = 65536 counts/rev 900 rpm max 
If the velocity commanded by the indexer exceeds these maxlmum values. the amplifier will be disabled. 

BCRRA selects automatic resolution switching-most applications will use automatic resolution switching. 
Commana DesCriptIOn 
> BCRlU2 Sets resolver resolution Ie 4,096 countslrev 
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BCTC 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

Buffered Configure Time 
Set-Up 
<a>BCTCn 
n = 100ILs 
o - 30000 
5 
*TIME_CONSTANT=nnnnn (*lOO_microSeconds) 
None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

BCTC defines the filter time constant of the servo loop in increments of 100J,1s periods. where lOOJ,1s is the 
servo update rate. The CTC command controls the -3dB frequency of the torque command's low-pass filter. 
Command Description 
> BC'rC2 Sets lime constant Ie ~ (O.2ms) 
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BCTG Buffered Configure Tach Gain 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCTGn 
Units n = % of tach gain 
Range ° - 99 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *TACH_GAIN_TACHOMETER_GAIN=nn 
See also CTGM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the tach gain of the servo loop. When you tune the drive using the CTG command. 
you are setting a percentage of the Configure Tach Gain Maximum (CTGM) 

COmmand DeScription 
> BCTG33 Sets tach gain Ie 330/0 of !he maximum value 

BCTGM Buffered Configure Tach Gain Maximum 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCTGMn 
Un Its n = scaler 
Rang. ° - 32767 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *TACHOMETER MAXIMUM=nn 
See also CTG, 001 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum tach gain of the servo loop. When you tune the drive you must first set 
the GTGM and then adjust the overall derivative gain parameters by increasing or decreasing the CTG. CTGM 

is configured at the factory and typically does not need to be adjusted (see DDI command example). 
COmmand 
> BCTGM2.,. 
> BeTG33 
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Descl'lptlon 
Sets maximum tach gain to 2,000 
Sets tach gain Ie 330/0 of 2,000 



BCVF Buffered Configure Velocity Feed-Forward 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCVl'n 
Un Its n = t of feed-forward max. vel 
Range 0 - 99 
Defau It Motor dependent 

Respon s. *YELOCITY JEEDFORWARD _ PERCENT=nn 
S •• also CYF 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command defines the velocity gain for the velocity control loop. When you tune the drive using the 
BCVI' command. you are setting a percentage of the Configure Velocity Feed-Forward Maximum (CVFM). 

command D8SCilpuon 
> BCVI'15 Set velocity faed-brward gain m 15% of the maximum value. 

BCVFM Buffered Configure Velocity Feed-Forward 
Maximum 

Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCVI'Mn 
Units n = t of max vel feed-forward 
Range 0 - 32767, 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *VELOCITY FEEDFORWARD MAXIMUM=nnnnn 
See also CVF 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum buffered velocity feed-forward gain for the velocity control loop. 
Command DeScription 
> 8CVFMlI/JQJf/J Set the leed-forward maximum to 1,000 
> BCVl"15 Set the leed-forward gain Ie 15% of 1,000 

BCVP Buffered Configure Velocity Proportional 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCVPn 
Units n = , of vel proportion gain 
Range 0 - 99 
Default Motor dependent 
Re spon se *VELOCITY _PROPORTIONAL _ GAIN=nn 
See also CVPM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command defines the buffered proportional gain for the velocity control loop. When you tune the drive 
using the 8CVP command. you are setting a percentage of the Velocity Proportional Maximum (CVPM). 

Command oescriptlon 
> BCVP 35 Set velocity proportional gain to 35% of the maximum value. 

BCVPM Buffered Configure Velocity Proportional 
Maximum 

Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>BCVPMn 
Units n = , of vel proportion gain 
Range 0 - 32767 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *VELOCITY_PROPORTIONAL_MAXIMUM=nnnnn 
See also CVP 

:~:: 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum buffered proportional gain for the velocity control loop. 
Command DesCription 
> BCVPM25H Set maximum to 2,500 
> 8CVP 35 Set velocity proportional gain to 35% of 2,500 
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BL 
Typ. 
Syntax 
Units 
Rang. 
Default 
Response 

Backlash 
Motion 
<a>BL<n>,<m> 
n, m = pulses 
0-65,535 
o 
*CCW BACKLASH nnnn 
*CW BACKLASH nnnn - -

Se. also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

The BL command sets the number of pulses added to any moves when changing direction to correct for any 
mechanical backlash. The first field sets the number of pulses added when changing from the CCW to CWo 
The second field sets the number of pulses added when changing from CW to CCW. 

COmmana oescrtptlon 
> BL5 0, 25 50 pulses are added Ie motion when changing from CCW Ie CWo while 25 pulses are added when changing from 

CWtoCCW. 

BS Buffer Status Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aBS 
Units None 
Range None 
Defau It None 
Response *H 
See also B 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ I Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

Reports the number of characters (including delimiters) that can be loaded into the command buffer. 
enterlng long string commands, check the buffer status to be sure that buffer space is available. 

When 

If you are USing a computer interface, you can load the program lines to the indexer faster than the indexer 
can execute them. Therefore. the commands would get stored in the buffer. This command tells you how 
many more characters can be downloaded to the indexer. 
Command Response 
> lBS *lH 

Space is available for 100 characters in the command buffer 

CCA Configure Current Average 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CCAn 
Un Its n = amperes 
Range Motor dependent 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *AVERAGE CURRENT LIMIT=nnn.nn AMPS 
See also CCP 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ I Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum average current. If the average current commanded by the controller 
exceeds the value defined by CCA command the amplifier will be disabled. 
Command Description 
> CCA2I1l.1IlIIl Sam the average current limit to 2O.00A 
.•• : :.:::';:.:::;:::::;::=; :':::::~::::::::::::::::::::.::'::.~::::~:'::':::::::::':'::-:::':::::':'::::::~::::::':::: •• ::::::~::'::::'::: :!'::.:;'; : ••• : ••.••.• :::. ::'. :::.:.: • : •..• : •• ::'.': •.. ::.: :' •.• :: .. ::.':::': •..• : ••. : .':: '.:. .': .• :' ....... : ••• :' • •••. . .. :'.: :' •.•.... : .'.: . : ... '.: .. " :.... • . ::.': •• : •• ;.; '. ; •..•. ;: . .. ;;:; ::;;::;::;::;:;::;::;::;.:;:.»» .•..••....•. 

CCP Configure Current Peal 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CCPn 
Units n = amperes 
Range Motor dependent 
Defau It Motor dependent 
Response *AVERAGE_CURRENT_LIMIT=nnn. nn_AMPS 
See also CCA 

CCP defines the maximum peak current that will be sent to the motor. 
exceed the value defined by cCP. 

COmmana Description 
> CCP411l.1IlIIl Sam the peak current Omit to 4O.00A 
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Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

The commanded current will never 



COB Configure Deadband 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CDBn 
Un Its n steps 
Range 0 - 32767*CMR) 
Default 0 
Response *SLIP_FAULT_OEAOBANO=nnnnnnnnn_STEPS 
See al80 CPOM, CPO 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

CDB defines the deadband in steps. The deadband is the range of input signals for which there Is no 
system response. If the absolute value of the position error is within the deadband value specified by COB. 
outputs that are configured as deadband outputs will be active. 
Commana DeSCription 
> CDBS/IJ Sets tie deac:Iland Ie 50 sEp& 
> OUT2V ConfigIM'ed output #2 as within deadbErld 

CMR 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

Configure Motor Resolution 
Set-Up 
<a>CMR<n> 
n = pulse per revolution 
200 - 32,767 (any *'s) 
5000 
*MOTOR_RESOLUTION_(STEPS)=n 
ER 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[x] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

CMR configures the number of pulses the drive requires to produce one motor revolution. This value 
detennines the step frequency as the velocities and accelerations are entered in units of motor revolutions. 
The following table delineates some constants that are dependent on the CMR command. The amplijier 
must be off to change the motor resolution. 

Motor ResolutIon 
~ 

401-1999 
2000-2999 
3QOO.4999 
~ 
6000-7999 

0000-10999 
11000-15999 
16000-19999 
20000-24999 

>25000 

Velocity Constant Default 
00 
24 
17 
15 
14 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
5 

(j) The maximum velocity is detennined by the following formula: 
. 18000000 

Maximum veloc1ty (rps) = [motor resolution)*[velocity constant)*[2) 

The maximum velocity is limited to a value of 179.99999 rps. 

® The pulse width (in seconds) is detennined by: Velocity Constant 
18000000 

COmmand De8Cription 
> on 
> CMRl2811l/1J 
> ON 

Shu1s down the amplifier 
Configures motor resolution to 12,800-12,800 pulses = 1 motor reY 
Turns on the amplifier 
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CPOM Configure Position Derivative Maximum 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CPOMn 
Units n ~ , of pos derivative max 
Range 0 - 32767 
Defau It Motor dependent 
Respons. *POSITION_DERIVATIVE_MAXIMUM=nnnnn 
See also CPD 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum derivative gain for the position control loop. When you tune the drive 
using the CPO command. you are setting a percentage of the Position Derivative Maximum (CPOM). CPOM is 
configured at the factolY and typically does not need to be adjusted. 
Command DeSCription 
> CPDMlrHH1 Setmaxinumto 1000 
> CP D15 Set position derivative gail Ie 15% of 1 ()()() 

CPE Configure Position Error 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CPEn 
Un Its n = steps 
Rang. 0 - (32767*CMR) 
Default 5000 
Response *POSITION_ERROR_LIMIT=nnnnnnnnnn_STEPS 
See also CMR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

CPE specifies a value for the maximum position error. If the position error exceeds the CPE value. the ZX 
will disable the amplifier. This command is scaled by the CMR command (steps are in the user's resolution). 
Set the CMR value before setting the CPE value. CPErz disables the position error fault. 
Command oescl'lptlon 
> CPE1/lJIIJIIJ Sets !he maximum position error to 1000 moler slaps 

CPIM Configure Position Integral Maximum 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CPIMn 
Un Its n = maximum integral gain 
Range 0 - 32767 
Default Motor dependent 
Response ·POSITION INTEGRAL PERCENT=nn 
See also CPI 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ J Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ J Saved independently 
[ J Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum integral gain for the position control loop. When you tune the drive. 
you must first set CPIM and then adjust the overall derivative gain parameter by increasing or decreasing 
the CPl. CPIM Is configured at the factolY and typically does not need to be adjusted. Refer to the Display 
Drive Information (DOl) command example. 
Command Description 
> CPIMS"" setS maximum inleQraI gain to 500 
> CPI5 Sets position derivatiVe gain Ie 5% of 500 

CPI Configure Position Integral 
Typ. Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CPln 
Un Its n = , of pos integral max 
Range 0 - 99 
Defau It Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_INTEGRAL_PERCENT=nn 
See also CPIM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ J Buffered 

;.:.:.; ;:;:;:::;::::::.: .. ; .•.... -: ..... . 

[ ] Device specific 
[ J Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the integral gain for the position control loop. When you tune the drive using CP I. 
you are setting a percentage of the Posltlon Integral Maximum (CPIM). 

Command oescl'lptlon 
> CPI5 Sets position integral gain kl5% of the maximum value. 
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cpp Configure Position Proportional 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CPPn 
Units n = , of pos proportional 
Rang. 0 - 99 
Oefau It Motor dependent 
Re.pon.. *POSITION_PROPORTIONAL_PERCENT=nn 
See also CPPM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the proportional gain for the position control loop. When you tune the drive using 
cPP. you are setting a percentage of the Position Proportional Maximum (CPPM). 

COmmand b8SCi'lptlon 
> CPP35 Sets position propot1i6naI gain to 35% of the maximum value. 

CPPM Configure Position Proportional Maximum 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CPPMn 
Unit. n = maximum position proportional gain 
Range 0 - 32767 
Oefau It Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_PROPORTIONAL_MAXIMUM=nnnnn 
See also CPP 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum proportional gain for the position control loop. When you tune the 
drive using the CPP command. you are setting a percentage of the POSition Proportional Maximum (CPPM). 

Command Description 
> CPPM25t11111 
> CPP35 

CCR 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See also 

Set maximum to 2500 
Set position proportional gain to 35% of 2500 

Configure Resolver Resolution 
Set-Up 
<a>CCRn 
n = bits 
12, 14, 15, A 
A 
*RESOLVER RESOLUTION=AUTO 
*RESOLVER_RESOLUTION=nn_BITS ••• [nnnn_RPM_MAXl 
DPR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The CRR command defines the resolution of the resolver. The resolver infonnation is the position feedback 
required by the controller to commutate the motor and perfonn its servo loop. This number is expressed in 
bits. The maximum velocity at which the Resolver-Digital Converter can still operate varies with the 
resolver resolution chosen: 

Q 12-bits - 4096 counts/rev 
Q 14-bits - 16384 counts/rev 

16-bits - 65536 counts/rev 

8000 rpm max 
3800 rpm max 
900 rpm max 

If the velocity commanded by the indexer exceeds these maximum values. the amplifier wUl be disabled. 

The CRRA command selects automatic resolution Switching. Most applications will use automatic resolution 
switching. 
Command oesCi'lption 
> CRRl2 Sets resolver resolution 1D 4096 counts/rev 

CTG Configure Tach Gain 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>C~Gn 
Units n = , of maximum tach gain 
Range 0 - 99 
Oefau It Motor dependent 
Response *TACH GAIN PERCENT=nn 
See also BeTGM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ 1 Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the tach gain of the servo loop. When you tune the drive using the CTG command. 
you are setting a percentage of the Configure Tach Gain Maximum (c~GM) 
Command oesCi'lption 
> CTG33 Sets tach gain 1D 33% of the maximum value 
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CVI Configure Velocity Integral 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CVIn 
Units n = , of velocity integral 
Range 0 - 99 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_INTEGRAL_PERCENT=nn 
See also CVIM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the integral gain for the velocity control loop. When you tune the drtve using the CVI 
command. you are settlng a percentage of the Velocity Integral Maximum (CVIN). 

commana bHcrtptlOll 
> CVI5 Setvelocity intagral gain b 5% of the max vakJe 

CVIM Configure Velocity Integral Maximum 
Type Set-up 
Syntax <a>CVIMn 
Units n = maximum velocity integral gain 
Range 0 - 32767 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_INTEGRAL_MAXlMOM=nnnnn 
See also CVI 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum integral gain for the velocity control loop. When you tune the drive 
using the CVI command. you are setting a percentage of the Velocity Integral Maximum (CVIN). 

Command 
> CVIN2~ 
> CVI5 

Description 
Set maximum to 2.000 
Set velocity derivative gain Ie 5% of 2,000 

CVP Configure Velocity Proportional 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CVPn 
Units n = maximum velocity proportional gain 
Range 0 - 99 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_PROPORTIONAL_PERCENT=nn 
See also CVPM 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the proportional gain for the velocity control loop. When you tune the drive using the 
cvp command. you are setting a percentage of the Velocity Proportional Maximum (CVPN). 

Command Description 
> CVP35 Set velocity proportional gain to 35% of the max value 

::.:::::::::::::::::.:::::;:::.:.:::::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::;:;:::::::;:::::;:::::;:::;:;:::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::::;:::;:::::;:.:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::;:::::::;:::;:::;:::;:::::;:::::::::::.:::.:;:::.::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::.:::::::::::.:::::.:.:::::::::::.:::.:.: ... : ............. . 

CVPM Configure Velocity Proportional Maximum 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>CVPMn 
Units n = maximum velocity proportional gain 
Range 0 - 32767 
Default Motor dependent 
Response *POSITION_PROPORTIONAL_MAXIMUM=nnnnn 
See also CVP 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the maximum proportional gain for the velocity control loop. When you tune the 
drtve using the CVP command. you are setting a percentage of the Velocity Proportional Maximum (CVPM). 

Command Description 
> CVPN2SfIJIIJ Set maximum to 2,500 
> CVP35 Set velocity proportional gain to 35% of 2,500 
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o Distance 
Typ. Motion 
Syntax <a>D<sn> 
Units s - sign, n = steps 
Rang. s - ±, n = 0 - 838,860,800 
O.fault 5,000 
Respons. *Dsn 
Se. Iiso A, G, MN, MPA, MPI, MPP, V 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Distance (D) command defines motion In either the number of steps it will move or the absolute position 
it will seek after a Go (e) command is entered. In Incremental mode (MPI). the value set with the D command 
will be the distance traveled on all subsequent e commands. In Absolute mode (MPA). the motor distance 
traveled will be the difference between the current motor position and the position (referenced to the zero 
position) set with the D command. A valid distance must be defined with the- D command before a preset move 
can be executed. The D command has no effect on continuous moves (MC). The D value Is stored in non
volatile memory. If in MPP mode. another D command will supersede previous D commands. If the move is in 
the positive direction the + sign is optional. The value of n can be a variable (refer to the VAR command). 
Command nesCl'lptlon 
> IOf Sets mode to normal (~) 
> AS Sels acceIeraIion b 5 rps2 
> V1QJ Sels velocity b 10 rps 
> DSQJQI/II/II Sets cistanoe to 50,000 sEp6 
> G Executes the move (Go) 

Motor will travel 50,000 steps in the CW direction after the G command is issued. 

DCA Display Current Average 
Type Status 
Syntax aDCA 
Units None 
Range See Below 
Default None 
Respons. *AVERAGE_CURRENT_ (AMPS) =nnn. nn 
See also DCP, DCI 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ 1 Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command reports the average current commanded to the motor in amperes. This number is calculated 
by averaging 256 samples of instantaneous current. The DCA command will repeatedly report information 
until another character is entered. The DCAl command will report the data only once. 
COmmand Response 

: ::::~;::::::>:. 

DCI Display Current Instantaneous 
Type Status 
Syntax aDCI 
Units None 
Range See Below 
Default None 
Response *INSTANTANEOUS_CURRENT_ (AMPS) =nnn .nn 
See also DCP, DCA 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ 1 Buffered 

.. ::::.:::::.:::::::::::::-::::::.:.: .......... . 

[ 1 Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

DCI reports the instantaneous current commanded to the motor in amperes. The DCI command will 
repeatedly report information unill another character is entered. DCIl reports the Information only once. 
Command Response 
> lOCI *INSTANTANEOUS_CURRENT _(AMPS)=032.88 

DCP Display Current Peak 
Type Status 
Syntax aDCP 
Units None 
Range See Below 
Default None 
Respons. *PEAK_CURRENT_ (AMPS) =nn .nn 
Se. also DCA, DCI 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ 1 Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command reports the largest instantaneous current commanded by the controller since the DCP 
command was issued. The DCP command repeats data until another character is entered. The DCPl 

command reports the information only once. The DCPQJ command resets the peak current hold. and then 
repeatedly reports the peak current information. 
Command Response 
> lDCP 
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001 Display Drive Information Version A 

Type Status Attributes 
Syntax aDDI [ ] Buffered 
Units None [ ] Device specific 
Range None [ ] Saved independently 
Default None [ ] Saved in sequences 
Respon •• See Below 
Se. also None 

This command displays all tuning parameters and other drive parameters at one time. A sample response 
is provided below. 

PP PI PO VP 
*PERCENT 50 10 00 20 

VI 
00 

VF 
50 

TG 
60 

*MAXIMUM 10000 400 32000 5000 00 32000 32000 

*TIME_CONSTANT=00005(*100_MICROSECONOS) 
*AVE_CURRENT_LIMIT=020.00_AMPS 
*PEAK_CURRENT_LIMIT=040.00_AMPS 
*MOTOR_RESOLUTION_STEPS=05000 
*RESOLVER RESOLUTION=AUTO 
*MOTOR TYPE=Z640 

DFS Display Flags for Servo Parameters 
Typ. Status 
Syntax aDI'S 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Re sp on se *bbbb _ bbbb _ bbbb _ bbbb bbbb _ bbbb _ bbbb _ bbbb* 
See also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in seq~ences 

The Display Flags of SelVO (Drs) command returns all the drives status flag as a 32-bit response. Each bit 
refers to a status flag as shown on the chart below. Each flag number corresponds to a binary (1 or 0) 
response In the following order: *31,30,29,28, .... 3,2,1,0*. 

31 OVER VOlTAGE WARNING 
32) OVER VOlTAGE ERROR 
:;g DRIVE SHUTDOWN 
:B LOW VOLTAGE ERROR 
ZI SHORT CIRCUIT 
33 DEADBAND ERROR 
25 EXCEED POSITION ERROR 
a4 ROlLING CURRENT AVERAGE FAULT 
Z3 AVERAGE CURRENT FAULT 
22 DRIVE ENABLE 
21 BRAM ERROR 
lD POWER SUPPl. Y ERROR 
19 COMMANDED SHUTDOWN 
18 PEAK CURRENT FAULT 
17 USER FAULT 
16 RESOLVER DISCONNECT 
15 RESOlVER RESOLUTION FAUlT 
14 HEATSINK OVER TEMPERATURE 
13 MOTOR OVER TEMPERATURE 
12 PCB OVER TEMPERATURE 

RESERVED 
RESERVED 
RESERVED 
RESERVED 
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DFX 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

Display Flags for Indexer Status 
Status 
aDI'X 
None 
None 
None 
*bbbb bbbb bbbb bbbb bbbb bbbb bbbb bbbb* - - - - -
None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

DFX returns the Indexer status flag as a 32-bit response. Each bit refers to a status flag. Each flag·s number 
corresponds to a binary response (1 or 0) In the following order: *31, 3!ZJ, 29, 28, . . . 3, 2, I, !ZJ*. Bit 8 
will set to 1 if the CCW limit is reached. 

iU-These bits are reserved for future use. They return zeroes (!ZJ). 
31 28 25 22 19 16 13 10 7 30 27 24 21 18 15 12 9 29 26 23 20 17 14 11 8 

.IW. 
6 PS command: !ZJ = not waiting; 1 = waiting for C 
5 Absolute move direction !ZJ = CW 1 = CCW 
4 Incremental/absolute !ZJ = MPI; 1 = MPA 
3 Mode preset = !ZJ; Continuous = 1 
2 Commanded move direction: !ZJ = CW; 1 = CCW 
1 Preset move in progress: !ZJ = not moving; 1 = moving 
!ZJ Continuous move: !ZJ = not moving; 1 = moving 

DIN Disable Inputs 
Type Status 
Syntax <a>DIN<b> 
Un Its b = input state 
Range 1 = active, 0 inactive, e enabled 
Defau It None 
Response *bbbb bbbb bb 
See also DOUT 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ 1 Buffered 
( ] Device specific 
( 1 Saved independently 
( 1 Saved in sequences 

This command allows you to disable inputs from their logic state and set them as active or inactive. DIN is 
used for troubleshooting and start-up testing. It allows you to simulate input operations without wiring. 

DIN b b b b b b b b b b 

CCW LIMIT~ ~ I I CW LIMIT~ 
HOME LIMIT 
INPUT 1 

INPUT 7 -------------' 

Command DeScription 

Remember to reenable the inputs 
(especially the limits) 
after using this command. 

> DINllH 
> DINEEEB 

Disables the CCW and CW limits on, and Horne Umit and Input 1 off 
Re-enabIes the input functions 

DOUT Disable Outputs 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>DOOT<b> 
Units b = output state 
Range 0, I, E 
Default E 
Response *bbbb 
See also DIN 

Version A 

Attributes 
( ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command allows you to disable any of the outputs and relays to from their configured function and set 
them on or off. This command is used for troubleshooting and initial start-up testing. It allows you to 
simulate output operations and bypass their configured functions. 

DOOTbbbb 

OUTl 
OUT4 

-------I I Remember to reenable the inputs 
after using this command. 

You can provide one of the following values for n. 

1 = Active 
(lI = Inactive 
E = Enable 
Command 
> D00T11 
> DOOTEB 

DesCription 
Disable outpU1s 1 and 2 on 
ReenabIe 0U1pU\S 1 and 2 
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OP Distance Point 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>DP<n> 
Un Its n ~ steps 
Range 838,860,800 
Default None 
Response None 
See al80 MPP, NG, FP 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

When in Position Profile mode (MPP). commands that follow a G command are processed. When the ZX 
encounters a DP command. processing stops untll the distance matches the value set by the DP command. 
The DP value may be absolute (MPA active) or Incremental (MPI active). The value of n can be a variable 
(refer to VAR command). 
COmmand 
> MPI 
>AS 
> ADl" 
> V2 
> D211J1/JI/JI/JI/J 
> MPP 
> Q 
> DPS(III1JI1JfIJ 
> V4 
> DP211J12111J1/J 
> 011 
> DPSI1JI2II1JI2I 
> V2 
> NQ 

DesCriptiOn 
Set incremental mode 
Set aocaIeration 10 5 rps2 
Set deceleration 10 10 rps2 
Set velocity to 2 rps 
Set cistance 10 200000 steps 

~~mode 
Wait until motor has InMIIed 50000 steps 
Set velocity to 4 rps - motor ac:ceIerates to 4 rps 
Wait until motor has traveled anolher 20000 steps 
Tum on oulpUls 1 ancI2 
Wait until motor has traveled another 50000 steps 
Set velocity to 2 rps 
End Position Profiling 

OPA Display Actual Position 
Type Status 
Syntax aDPA 
Units None 
Rang. see below 
Default None 
Respons. *ACTUAL POSITION=n=STEPS 
See also A, G, MN, MPA, MPI, V, FS 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ I Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

The display position actual command displays the actual pOSition In feedback steps. The function is 
canceled by sending any single ASCII character to the zx. 
o aDPAl Reports the actual positlon once without descriptive text 
o aDP A Reports the actual position continuously until the ZX receives a character 

OPE Display Position Error 
Type Status 
Syntax aDPE 
Units None 
Range see below 
Default None 
Respon se *POSITION ERROR=n=STEPS 
See also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ I Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

This command reports the difference between the position setpoint and the current position. 

o aDPE Reports the position error value untll any key is pressed 
o aDPB 1 Report Position error value once (without deSCriptive text) 
Command 
> aDPE 
> aDPEl 
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oesCription 
Continually reports the position error value until any key is pressed 
Report position etTOI'value 1 time orly without desaipllVe text 



CPR Display Position Resolver 
Type Status 
Syntax aDPR 
Units None 
Range See Below 
Default None 
Respons. *RESOLVER POSITION=nnnnn 
Se. also CMR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

DPR reports the resolver position. The resolver is a single-speed resolver; for one complete CW rotation of 
the motor shaft the resolver position wUI go from 0 to 65535 counts. CCW rotation wUI cause the resolver 
position to count backwards. This information Is Il21 scaled by the CMR command. Use this command to 
verUY proper resolver connection. 

Q aDPR Continually reports the resolver position value until any key is pressed 
Q aDPRl Report resolver position value 1 time only without descriptive text. 
Command ReSponse 
> lOPR *RESOLVER_POSITION=63281 

CPS Display Position Setpoint 
Type Status 
Syntax aDPS 
Units None 
Range See below 
Default None 
Response *POSITION_SETPOINT=n_STEPS 
See also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ) Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command reports the absolute position setpoint. This reporting Is continued until any character is 
sent to the ZX through an RS-232C Interface. 

Q aDP S Reports the setpoint position value until any key is pressed 
Q aDP S 1 Reports pOSition setpoint once (without descriptive text) 

The poSition setpoint indicates the ZX's commanded position. 
Command 
> OPS 
> OPSl 

Response 
8ePof1s the setpoint position oonlinuously 
Report setpoint positiOn 1 time only without descriptive ext 

DR Display Parameters 
Type Status 
Syntax aDR 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response See Example 
See also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

This command transmits the ZX current configuration and parameter settings. This allows a Single 
command to display most of the Important information about the ZX configuration. See the example for the 
transmit format. 
Command 
> lOR 

Description 
The following is transmined: 
-zx SETTINGS* 
*CONFIGURED AS A INDEXER 
*MOTION MODE: PRESET 
*~ CW AND CCW LIMITS ENABLED 
-3--NO-SOFTWARE TRAVEL LIMITS ENABLED 
*MOTION PARAMETERS:*A10.~ *ADf~.~ *V5.~ D+25~~~ 
*SET UP-PARAMETERS:*MOTOR RESOLUTION (STEPS)=25~~~~ 
* -SOFTWARE SWITCHES - -
*--ABCD EFGH-IGKL MNOP QRST U 
*SS*~~~~-~~~~-~~~~-~~~~-~~~~-~ 
*FS*~~~~-~~~~-000~-~~~0- -
*OS*~~~~-~~00- -
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ORO Read Distance via Parallel Input/Output 
Typ. Programming 
Syntax <a>ORD<c><d><e> 
Units c, d = digit selector, e = scaling factor 
Rang. c, d = 0 - 7, e = 0 - 9 
Default None 
Respons. None 
See also IN, OUT, STR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
{ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

ORD instructs the ZX to read distance values from the TM8 Module (refer to the ZX IndexerlDrive User 
Guide for more on the TM8 Module). Inputs 1 - 4 must be configured as data inputs. Input 5 may be 
configured as a sign input. The inputs must be configured as active low (INUIl) and outputs 1 - 3 must be 
configured as strobe outputs to use the TM8 Module. 

DRD'S syntax allows for digit range selection through the optional <c><d> fields. The <c> field starts the digit 
range and the <d> field ends the digit range that the 1M8 Module reads. The <c> field is always less than or 
equal to the <d> field value. The <c> and <d> values represent the following 1MB Module digits: 

<C>, <d> Value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TM8 Module Digit Location: + 1 

The <e> field scales the distance value by 103. If the <c> and <d> fields are used. the <e> field must be 
used. If the <c>. <d>. and <e> fields are not used. ORD will read all the TMB Module's digits. If you use the 
1MB Module. the Output Strobe Delay TIme (STR) must be set to 10 or greater. 

You may use a PLC with ORD (it uses a multiplexed I/O scheme). The outputs strobe through a BCD sequence 
at the Set Strobe Output Delay TIme (STR) command rate and read one BCD digit at a time. The I/O must be 
configured like the TMB Module read case. A ORD command will issue the following strobe sequence: 

01 
Voltage Level L.I --=--0-=--:--:--,...-.,---,----, 

02 m Data In (Active Low) 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 

low 
low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
high 

low 
low 
low 
low 
high 
high 
high 
high 

MSD (Digit 1) 
Digit 2 
Digit 3 
Digit 4 
DigitS 
Digit 6 
Digit 7 

LSD (Digit 8) 

The PLC. whUe reading the output strobe, must place the proper data at ZX inputs 1 - 4. Input 1 Is the 
diglt·s LSB and input 4 the MSB. Configuring an input as a data valld line allows the PLC to control the rate 
at which the outputs will strobe through the above sequence. Tum the TMB Module to the following digits: 
+ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 and enter the following commands. 
Command Description 
> ORO Req.Jest all thumbwheel values 
> 10 
> 0+12345678 
> OR0331/J Request digit 3 
> 10 
> 0+4 
> OR0373 
> 10 
> OH56781/J1/J1/J 
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ELSE Else 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>ELSE 
Units None 
Range None 
Defau It None 
Response None 
See also IF, NIF 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command is used in conjunction with the II' and NIr commands to provide conditional program flow. 

If the II' condition is true, the commands between II' and ELSE are executed (the commands after ELSE are 
ignored until the NIl' command Is encountered). Conversely, If the II' condition Is false, the commands 
between ELSE and NIl' are executed. The ELSE command Is optional and does not have to be Included In 
the II' statements. 

<IF> (condition) commands <ELSE> commands <HII'> 

Command oescriptlOl'l 
>IF (INXXXl OR VU.l.>2111) If input sla1U8 is XXX1 orvariable 1 greater !han 20 then execute the command following the ELSE command 
> GD1 - - Execute predefined ma./8 .1 
> ELSE Else 
> GD2 Execute pradefined rnoYe 12 
> NIl' End of if 

F Disable Communications Interface 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>1' 
Units None 
Range None 
Default RS-232 Enabled 
Response None 
See also E 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

Use the I' command when you are programming multiple units on a single Interface. Units that are not 
lntended to process global commands should receive device specific I' commands. This allows you to 
program other units without specifying a device identifier on evety command. 
COmmand 
> l!' 
> 31' 
> CCAlS 

oescrlptlon 
Disables communications on cleYice .1 
Disables communications on cIeYice 13 
Set CCA value kI 15 on aN lXIits except devices #1 and 13 

:::::::;::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::=:::=::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;;;:;;::::;:;;;:;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;::::::::;::;:::::::::::::::::::::;;;:;:::;:;;;:::;:::;:::::::::::;:::;:::::::::::;:;:;:;;::::;:;:;:::::::::::: ••• : .• :::::::;.;.:.;.:.; •••• : ••••• :.: .... ::'. ;:::::;:;:::::::::::;:::::::::: :::::;::;:::::::: ::;:.:;:::;" ;:;:::::::::;:;:::.: .....•...... 

FAC Set Following Synchronization Rate 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>I'AC<n> 
Units n = synchronization rate (%) 
Range 0.01 - 99.99 
Default 1. 0 
Response *FACn 
See also FEN, FSF, FOL 

Version C 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

When the Enable Following Synchronized Acceleration (I'SI') command is enabled (set to 1), the value of the 
FAC command set the change In following ratio per encoder counts (refer to the FEN command) to attain an 
FOL value. Spectfytng a FAC value Is Uke setting an acceleration rate, but FAC allows the ZX to synchronize 
its posItion during acceleration to the primaty frequency. 
COmmand 
> I'OL1a 
> FACe 
> I'EN1111 
> I'Sl'l 
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oesCliption 
Sets followilg kl1 00% 
Sals the synChronization rate kI 4% per FEN value 
Sets the synchronization count kl1 0 encoder oounls 
Enables synchronized acceleration 





RN Following Increment 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>I'IN<N> 
Units n = following percent 
Range 0.01 - 99.99 
Default 1.0 
Response *FINn 
See also FSI, FSK, IN (INnX, INxY) 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

In Encoder Following mode. the amount the following value increases or decreases with the increase ratio 
and decrease ratio inputs on the front panel pushbuttons depends on the I'IN value. The following 
increment is the amount by which the following percent wtll change if increased or decreased by the front 
panel pushbuttons or using the IN command to define an Input for increasing/decreasing the following 
percent. The following ratio wtll Increase or decrease by the value set by the FIN command apprOximately 
every 500!J.s. The I'III'I' command is also used In the synchronization feature to determine the new following 
ratio correction to maintain synchronization. 

FMCA Find Motor Commutation Angle 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax al'MCA 
Un Its n = steps 
Range a - 65535 
Default a 
Response See below 
See also CMTR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ 1 Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

All ZX motors have aligned resolvers. so no calculation of the commutation angle is required. However. the 
FMCA command will recalculate this commutation angle if necessary. FMCA may be used to guarantee that 
the stored commutation angle is correct. 

The drive must be off when you issue this command. FMCA wtll rotate the motor under program control 
in the drive. While tt ts rotating the user has no control ooer the motor. Once you start this sequence oj 
events, you wtll have to cut off the AC power to stop the motor beJore the commutation procedure is 
completed.. (For safety and accuracy reasons disconnect the load from the motor before executing this 
command.) 

Once commutation is completed. this angle is automatically saved in non-volatile memory. 
Command 
> 101'1' 
> lFMCA 

oescriptlon 
Tum amplifier off 
*COMMUTATION_OFFSET=OOOO6 
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FOL Following Percent 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>I'OL<n> 
Units n = following percent 
Range 0.0 - 5000.0 
Defau It 100. a 
Response *FOLLOWER=n PERCENT 
See also FIN, FOR, FSI, TF 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The I'OL value establishes a percentage of the following ratio that the ZX determines by the encoder 
frequency to produce its step output frequency. The value of n can be a variable (refer to VAR command). 
Command oescriptlon 

Set ITIOb" to encoder pulse ratio ~ 6.25 > FOR6.2S 
> FOL11l1Q1.tII 
> FOLStII.tII 

Set following % ~ 100.00 (the ZX produces a pulse frequency squalID the encoder input frequency *6.25) 
Set following % ~ 50.00 (the ZX prodJces a pulse frequency 500/0 or half of the encoder input frequency *6.25) 

FOR Following Ratio 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>I'OR<n> 
Units n = following ratio 
Range 0.001 - 99.999 
Default 6.25 
Response *MOTION RATIO=n 
See also FOL 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The FOR command configures the motor resolution to the following encoder resolution ratio used to produce 
the ZX step output frequency. The FOR value is multiplied by a percentage to determine the following value. 

If the encoder resolution is 4.000 counts per revolution and the motor resolution Is 25,000 pulses per 
revolution. the ratio is 25.000/4.000 or 6.25. FOR6.25 should be entered for proper following operation. 
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FP Following Encoder Point 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>FPn 
Units n = encoder steps 
Range ±2147483647 
Default None 

Response None 
See also MPP, NG, DP, VAR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

In Mode Position Profile (MPP). commands subsequent to a G command are processed. When the ZX 
encounters an FP command. processing stops until the incremental position of the following encoder counter 
matches the value. set by the rP command. The value of n can be a variable (refer to the VAR command). 

Command 
> MPl: 
>A5 
> ADUI 
> V2 
> D2"HH 
> MPP 
> Q 
> FP1HH 
> V4 
> FP2HH 
> 011 
> FP1HH 
> V2 
> MG 

D8SCrlptlon 
Sets to incremental mode 
Sets aoceIeration to 5 rps2 
Sets deoeIeration 10 10 rps2 
Sets velocity to 2 rps 
Sets clstance 10 200,000 AlpS 
Sets to position profIe mode 
Exec:uta& the move (Go) 
Waits unli following encoder has traveled 100,000 Sll9ps 
Sets velocity to 4 rps - motor accelerates 10 4 rps 
Waits unal foIowing enooder has traveled anolher 20,000 steps 
Turns on outputs 1 and 2 
Waits unal foUowing encoder has traveled another 10,000 steps 
Sets velocity 10 2 rps - motor decelerates to 2 rps 
Ends Position Profile 

FPA Following Encoder Absolute Point 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>FPAn 
Units n = encoder steps 
Range ±2147483647 
Default None 
Response None 
See also DP, FP, MPP, NG 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

When in Mode Position Profile (MPP). commands subsequent to a G command are processed. When the ZX 
reaches an J'PA command. processing stops until the absolute pOSition of the following encoder counter 
matches the value set by the FPA command. 
Command 
> MPl: 
> D2"HH 
> MPP 
> G 
> FPAll"H 
> 011 
> MG 

Description 
Sets 10 Incremental mode 
Sets cistance 10 200,000 slepS 
Sets to Position Profile mode 
Execules the move (Go) 
Waits until following encoder's absoIull9 position is 110,000 steps 
Turns on outputs 1 and 2 
Ends Position Profile 
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FRO Read Following Value via Parallel Input/Output Version A 
Typ. Programming 
Syntax <a>rRO<c><d><e> 
Units c, d = digit, e - scaling factor 
Range c, d = 0-7, e - 0-9 
Default None 
Response None 
Se. also STR, IN, OUT, FOL 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

FRO instructs the ZX to read Following Ratio values from the TMB Module (refer to the ZX IndexerlD"ue 
User Oufde for more on the TMB Module). Inputs 1 - 4 must be configured as data inputs. Input 5 may be 
configured as a sign Input. The inputs must be configured as active low (DUll) and outputs 1 - 3 must be 
configured as strobe outputs to use the TMB Module. 

FRO'S syntax allows for digit range selection through the optional <c><d> fields. The <c> field starts the 
digit range and the <d> field ends the digit range that the TMB Module reads. The <c> field is always less 
than or equal to the <d> field value. The <c> and <d> values represent the following TMB Module digits: 

<C>, <d> Value 0 1 2 3 " 5 6 7 
TM8 Module Digit Location: + 1 1 

The <e> field scales the distance value by 103. If the <c> and <d> fields are used. the <e> field must be 
used. If the <c>. <d>. and <e> fields are not used. FRO will read all the 1MB Module's digits. If you use the 
TM8 Module. the Output Strobe Delay TIme (STR) must be set to 10 or greater. 

You may use a PLC with FRO (it uses a multiplexed I/O scheme). The outputs strobe through a BCD sequence 
at the Set Strobe Output Delay Time (STR) command rate and read one BCD digit at a time. The I/O must be 
configured like the TM8 Module read case. An FRO command will issue the following strobe sequence: 

I 
Voltage Level I 

01 02 m '--D=-a"":"ta-l:'""n'7(Activ:-:":'·-e-:"Low---,):------, 

low low low MSD (Digit 1) 
high low low Digit 2 
low high low Digit 3 
high high low Digit 4 
low low high Digit 5 
high low high Digit 6 
low high high Digit 7 
high high high LSD (Digit 8) 

The PLC. whUe reading the output strobe. must place the proper data at ZX inputs 1 - 4. Input 1 Is the 
digit's LSB and Input 4 the MSB. Configuring an input as a data valld line allows the PLC to control the rate 
at which the outputs will strobe through the above sequence. Tum the 1MB Module to the following digits: 
+ 1 2 3 4 5 EO 7 8 and enter the following commands. 
Command 
> FRD 
> 1FOL 
> FOLLOWER-1234.S PERCENT 
> FRD33S -
> lFOL 
> FOLLOWER-ee~.4_PERCENT 
> FRD351 
> lFOL 
> FOLLOWBR-~456.e_PERCENT 

oescrlptlon 
Request ratio from digits 0-4 

Request digit 3 

Request digit range 3 through 5 multiplied by 101 

FS Encoder Function Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aI'S 
Unit. None 
Rang. None 
Default None 
Response *nnnn_nnnn_nnnn_nnnn 
See also FSA, FSF, FSI, FSJ, FSK, FSL, FSN, FSP 

This command reports the status of the 1'8 command (FSA - I'SP) settings. 

FS nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn 
FSA -.J 

FSP -------..1 
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Version A 

Attribute. 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 





FSL Set Following Self Correction Mode 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax al'SLn 
Units n = mode 
Range 0 = off, 1 on 
Default 0 
Response None 
Se. also FIN, FBS, FSK 

Version C 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

This command sets the ZX's Followlng function into a Self Correction mode in which the following ratio 
continually adjusts its following value based on an input that provldes data on part placement. When the 
input turns on. a counter begins counting and the input turns off. When the input is turned on again. the 
counter ceases counting. Thts value ts compared to a normal count obtained during the Following learn 
mode (FSIt) to adjust the following value to maintain part consistency. 

Adjustment to following value = (present count - normal count) * FIN (Following Increment) 
FBS (Following Base) 

COmmand 
> FSLl 
> FSLI/J 

FSN 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

DeScription 
Turns on following Self Correction mode 
Tums off following Self Correction mode 

Set Pulse Following 
Set-Up 
aFSNn 
n mode 
o = off, 1 = on 
o 
None 
FS 

Version C 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

This command sets the ZX to follow a pulse and direction input rather than a quadrature encoder input 
when in followlng mode. The table below shows the 9-pin encoder connector functions: 

I Pin # I FSN" I FSN1 I 
1 Phase A+ Step+ 
2 Phase A- Step-
3 Phase B+ Direction+ 
4 Phase S- Direction-

Command 
> FSNl 
> FSNI/J 

Description 
Tums on Pulse following 
Turns off Pulse following 

FSP Set Tracking Mode 
Typ. Set-Up 
Syntax aFSPn 
Un Its n = mode 
Rang. 0 = off, 1 on 
Default 0 
Response None 
See also FS 

Version C 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

This command allows the ZX to continually track a primary encoder input's direction and velocity. The ZX 
must be in Continuous mode to be in Tracking mode. The ZX's direction can be the same as the primary 
encoder (8+) or inverted (8-). 
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G Go 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>Q 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Respon.. None 
See also A, AD, D, Me, MN, MPA, MFI, 5, V 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Go (Q) command inltlates motion based on motion parameters that you have previously set. You do not 
have to re-enter Acceleration (A), Deceleration (AD), Velocity (v), Distance (D), or the current mode (MN or Me) 

values with each Q command. The A, AD, v, and 0 values are saved 10 nonvolatile memory. In Incremental 
Preset mode (MPI), a Q command w1ll move the steps you specUled with the 0 command. 

A G 10 Absolute Preset mode (MPA) w1ll not cause motion unless you change the Distance (D) value first (from 
current position). In Continuous mode (MC), you only need to enter the A, AD, and v commands prior to the 
G. The ZX Ignores distance commands 10 this mode. No motion w1ll occur untU you enter the G command 
in both the Normal (MN) and Continuous (MC) modes. If motion does not occur with the G command. a 
software travel limit or end-of-travel limit switch may be on. Check the limit switches. 
Command DeiCi'lptlOri 
> MN Sets mode to normal (~) 
> AS Sets aoceIeI &lion k) 5 rps2 
> ADlAI Sets deceleration k) 10 rps2 
> V1Al Sets velocity k) 10 rps 
> D251/l111121 SeIS cistance to 25,000 steps 
> G ExeaJtes the move (Go) 
> A1 SeIS acoeIeration to 1 rps2 
> G Executes the move (Go) 

If the Indexer is In Incremental Preset mode. a 25,OOO-step move Is run and Is repeated using the new 
acceleration value of 1 rpS2 (total distance moved = 50.000 steps). 
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GO Go Defined 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>GDn 
Units n = defined sequence t 
Range 1 - 16 
Default None 
Response None 
See also GDEF, G 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Go Defined (Go) command executes a move that has been predefined and with the move definition 
(GOEF) command. The command sequence An ADn Vn (or FOLn) On G Is compressed to GO, where the 
acceleration, deceleration, velocity (or following ratio). and distance have been previously defined and stored 
10 nonvolatile memory with the GOEF command, 
COmmand Description 
> GDEF1Al,A25,VS,D1Al~AI,ADS 
> GDEI'16,A2,ADS, Vl,D2~~ 
> GD1Al 
> GD16 

Defll'lElS and calculate move #10 
Defines and calaJlate move #16 
ExeaJIIe6 predefined move '10 
ExeaJIIe6 predefined move '16 

GOEF Move Definition 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>GDEi'n,An,ADn,Vn(or FOL(n) ,On 
Un Its n - move sequence 
Range 1 - 16 
Default None 
Response None 
See also GD 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The GDEi' command defines move number n with parameters A (acceleration), AD (deceleration). v (velOCity). 
or FOL (following ratio), and 0 (distance). The move Is precalculated for immediate execution with the go 
defined (Go) command. You can enter up to 16 predefined moves (the values are stored In nonvolatile 
memory). You can use the moves any number of times In any sequence. 
Command 
> GOEi'1,AS,AD18,V5,D25A1A1fJ8 
> GDEi'2,A28,AD25,VlAl,D1AlAl~ 
> GDEi'3,~2A1,AD25,rOLlfJ8,DlfJ8'" 
> GDl 
> GD2 

DeiCi'lpdon 
Defines & c:aIcUate ITIO\I9 '1 
Defines & calculate ITIO\I9 12 
Defines & c:aIcUate ITIO\I9 13 
ExeaJIBS predefined move '1 
ExscuIBS predefined move 12 
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GH Go Home 
Typ. Motion 
Syntax <a>GB<n><s> 
Units n = rps, s = sign 
Range 0.0001 - 99.9999, + = cw, - = ccw 
Default 1 
Respons. None 
Se8 also GHA. GHAD, GHF, GHV, IN, INL, 058, OSC, OSD, OSG, OSH 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device SpecifIC 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Go Home (GB) command instructs the ZX to search for the home Umit switch in the positiVe or negative 
direction as indicated by the ± term. If there is no direction given, the motor moves CW (home Is the position 
where the Home Umtt signal changed states nearest the edge selected with the os command). When the 
selected edge is detected (usually via a load-actIvated Switch) the motor decelerates to 0 velocity. The ZX then 
positions the motor on the outside of the selected edge. The motor will creep at Final Go Home velocity 
(defined by GBI') in the direction of the home active region. 

The Enable Resolver Z Channel (oso) command enables the ZX's resolver Z Channel. This channel is 
located at the resolver rollover point between 0 and 65535. When oso is enabled, the ZX looks for the Z 
Channel. The Z Channel pulse should be enveloped by the home limit input's active region. 

The ZX reverses direction if an end-of-travel Umit is actiVated while searching for Home. However, if a second 
end-of-travel Umit is reached in the new direction, the Go Home move will stop and abort (aG command reports 
operation status). If the Backup To Home Switch (OSB) Is disabled, the motor will be considered at home if the 
Home Limit Input Is still actiVe at the end of the deceleration (after reaching the selected home switch edge). 

If you set the Go Home velocity with the GB command, the motor wtll move in the dIrection and velocity 
specified by the Gil command and the value Is stored in the GIlV command. If you do not specify the 
velocity, homing will be executed using the velocity and direction defined by the GHV command. 
Command oescriptlon 
> GHAlI/J Sets go home ac:ceIeraIion m 10 rps2 
> GHAD12 Sets go home deceleration m 12 rjls2 
> GHV2 Sets 90 home velocity m 2 rps 
> INl S Sets IIlput" as the remote go home input 
> INLI/J The remote go home wi" be execusad when the Go Home input is low (closed) 
> GH Go home in the direction and velocity specified by GHV command using the GSA acceleration 

GHA Go Home Acceleration 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>GIlA<n> 
Units n = rps2 
Range 0.01 - 999.99 
Default 10.00 
Response *GHAn 
See also GH, GHAD, GHV, IN, INL 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Go Home Acceleration (GSA) command sets linear acceleration for Go Home (GH) moves. The value is 
stored in nonvolatile memory. The Go Home velocity Is set with the Go Home Velocity (GHV) command. Use 
the IN command to specify the remote Go Home input. 
Command oescriptlon 
> GHAlf/J Sets go home acx:eIeralion m 10 rps2 
> GHAD12 Sets go home deceleration m 12 rjls2 
> GHV2 Sets 110 home velocity ID 2 rps 
> INl S Sets Input 11 as the remote go home input 
> INLf/J The remote go home wi" be execusad when the Go Home input is low (closed) 
> GH Go home in the direction and velocity specified by GHV. using the (;1m aa:eleration and GlmD deceleration 

GHAD Go Home Deceleration 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>GHAOn 
Un Its n a rps2 
Rang. 0.01 - 999.99 
Defau It 10.00 
Response *GHADn 
See also GH, GHV, IN, INL, GHA 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Go Home Deceleration (GRAD) command sets the deceleration value for Go Home (Gil) moves. The value is 
stored in nonvolatile memory. The Go Home velocity is set with the Go Home Velocity (GBV) command. Use 
the IN command to specify the remote Go Home input. 
Command DesCription 
> GHAlf/J Sets go home acceIeraIion m 1 0 ~ 
> GHAD12 Sets go home c:IeceIeraIion m 12 rPs2 
> GHV2 Sets 110 home velocity m 2 rp8 
> INl S Sets IIlput 11 as the remote go home input 
> INLf/J The remote go home will be executed When !he Go Home input is low (closed) 
> GH Go home in !he cireclion and velocity specified by GHV. using !he (;1m aa:eieration and GlmD deceleration 
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Typ. Motion Attributes 
Sy nta x <a>Gal'n [xl Buffered 
Un Its n = rps [ I Device specific 
Range 0-9.99 [ I Saved independently 
Default 0.1 [ I Saved in sequences 
Respons. *GHFn 
See also GA, GH, GHA, GHAD, GHV, os 
This command sets the velocity for the final approach In the go home sequence. The value Is stored in 
nonvolatile memory. 
COmmand 
> GBI'.l 
> GB2 

DeSCriptIOn 
Sets !he velocity of !he final approach of !he next go home ma.f8 .., 0.1 IPS 
Executes go home at 2 IPS (CW) 

GHV Go Home Velocity 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>Gav<n><s> 
Units n = rps, s = sign 
Range n ±0.0000l - 99.9999, s = ± 
Default 10 
Respons. *GHVn 
See also GR, GHA, GHF, GHAD, IN, INL, os 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command sets the velocity and direction to be used for remote homing or for subsequent Go Home (Ga) 
commands. This command is stored in non-volatile memory. When you tum on the remote Go Home input. 
or issue a Go Home (Ga) command over RS-232C interface. the motor will start moving in the direction and 
velocity specUled by Gav command. 

You can define the acceleration of the homing process with the GBA command and the deceleration with the 
GRAD command. You must specify the remote Go Home input must be with the IN command. 
Command Description 
> GBA1f1 Sets go home acceleration.., 10 rps2 
> GHAD12 Sets go home deceleralion ID 12 rPs2 
> GHV2 Sets 90 home velocity .., 21'J)6 
> IN1S Sets Input.1 as !he remote Go Home il1lUl 
> INLfI The remote go home will be executed when !he Go Home input is low (closed) 
> GH Go home as specified by !he QBV command, using !he GIlA acceleration and GRAD dec:eleradon 

GOSUB Gosub Sequence 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>GOSOBn 
Un Its n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Default None 
Response None 
See also XR, XG, GOTO 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

This command jumps to the deSignated sequence to continue program execution. Upon encountering an x T 
command in the called sequence. program execution is returned to the originating sequence. The maximum 
number of nested Gosoa commands is 16. Nesting is a sequence calling a sequence that also contains a 
GOSOB command. The value of n can be a Variable (refer to the VAR command). 
Command oesCription 
> XES Erases sequence IS 
> XDS Defines sequence IS 
> A2 Sets acceleration to 2 rps2 
> AD2 Sets deoeIeI alien .., 2 rps2 
> VS Sets velocity to 5 rps 
> D2S1U(1 Sets clstanc:e to 25.000 staps 
> GOSUB2 Calls sequence ~ as subroutine 
> DSfllU(I Sets clstlwloe to 50.000 steps 
> GOSUB2 calls sequence ~ as subroutine 
> XT Ends definition of sequence IS 
> XE2 Erases sequence ~ 
> XD2 Defines sequence ~ 
> G Executes !he mOl/a 
> lPR Repor1s 'Iion counter 
> XT Ends de&:on of sequence ~ 
> XR5 Exec:ute& sec,JEIOC8 .s 
Sequence #5 sets the motion parameters and then calls sequence #2. which executes the move of 25,000 
steps and reports the position counter. Program control returns to sequence #5. which sets the distance to 
50.000 and again calls sequence #2. which executes that move and reports the position counter. Program 
control returns to sequence #5 and program execution terminates. 
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GOTO Goto Sequence 
Typ. Programming 
Syntax <a>GOTOn 
Units n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Default None 
Respons. None 
See also XG, XR, GOSUB 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command will Jump to a designated sequence to continue program execution. Once you Jump to a 
sequence using the GOTO command. the program will not automatically return to the originating sequence 
aike GOStJB). There are no 11m1tatlons on the number of GOTO commands since no nesting Is Involved. The 
value of n can be a variable (refer to the VAK command). 
COmmand DeSCription 

~~~~ ==~ 
>A2 Setaccelelalion., 2 ~ 
>AD2 Set dec:eIeraIion to 2 rPs2 
>v 5 Set velocity to 5 rps 
>D25/111/1f1J Setclslalce., 25,0005. 
>GO'r02 GolD sequence 12 
> X'r End dafirWlg 5eCJJ8IlC8 tI5 
>XB2 Erase sequence 12 
>XD2 Define sequence 12 
>G ExeaJte IT1OII8 
> lPR Report position counaer 
>X'r End defining sequence 12 
>XR5 Execu1I9 sequence #5 

Sequence #5 sets the motion parameters and then Jumps to sequence #2. which executes the move and 
reports the position counter. Program execution then terminates. 

Backspace 
Type Programming 
Syntax ""II (CTRL + H) 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ 1 Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command allows you to delete the last character that you entered. AH command will not prevent 
execution of an immediate command. A new character may be entered at that position to replace the 
existing character. (AH indicates that the Ctrl key is held down when the H key Is pressed.) This command 
prompts the ZX to backup one character In the command buffer. regardless of what appears on the 
terminal. On some terminals. the Ctrl and the left arrow (~) keys produce the same character. 

H Set Direction Version A 

Type Motion Attributes 
Syntax <a>lI<s> [xl Buffered 
Units s = direction [ 1 Device specific 
Range + = CW, - = ccw [ ] Saved independently 
Default + [ ] Saved in sequences 
Response None 
See also 0 

The Set Direction (II) command changes or defines the direction of the next move that the system will 
execute. This command does not affect moves already in progress. 
H+ = Sets move to CW direction 
H- = Sets move to CCW direction 
H = Changes cirection from .,. previous setting 

In preset moves. a Distance (D) command entered after the Set Direction (a) command overrides the II 
command. In Continuous mode (MC). onJy the a command can set the direction of motion. 
COmmand DeSCription 
> MN Sets Normal mode 
> AS Sets acceIeraIion to 5 rps2 
> ADl/ll Sets deeeleraMon., 10 rps2 
> V5 Sets velocil¥ to 5 rps 
> D25/III/IfIJ Sets cistanc:e to 25.000 saeps 
> G Executes !he move (Go) in CW direction 
> a Reverses cirection 
> G Executes .,. move (Go) in CCW cirec1ion 
> MC Sets mode ., continuous 
> H+ Sets direction to CW 
> G Moves continuously in CW direction 
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IF If 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>Ir<e> 
Units e = evaluation conditions 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
S.8 also ELSE, NIF 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved In sequences 

IF Is used In conjunction with ELSE and all' to provide conditional program flow. If the IF condition is true, 
the commands between IF and ELSE are executed (the commands after ELSE are ignored untll aIF is 
encountered). Conversely. If the IF condition Is false. the commands between II' and ELSE are ignored. and 
the commands between ELSE and aIr are executed. ZLSZ is opttonal and is not requtredfor IF statements. 
II'(condition) ••• commands ••• ELSE ••• commands ••• HII' 

IF commands may not be nested (so you may not put IF statements inside IF commands). 

The IF. WBEB. WBILE. and OH'rIL commands contain fields that are evaluated to provide conditional 
program flow. The evaluation statement Is contained In parentheses after the IF. WBILE and tJHTIL 
commands. An underscore U indicates each comparison. 
o II' (condi tion) •• commands •• ELSE •• commands •. lUI' 
o REPEA! •• commands .. UNTIL (condition) 
o WHILE (condi t ion) •• commands .• HWBILJ: 

The conditions are comprised of a set of evaluation statements: 
<D Ii'Lnnnnnnnn: compare to user flag. Use SIi'L to set the bits to evaluate them with the Ii'L comparison. 

nnnnnnnn 

~:~ ----1 I 
® IHnnnnnnnnnnn: compare to Input status (uses the same data available with IS command). 

INnnnnnnnnnn 

~~"* -----1 III 
Input 1 ::=====~.~ ___ J Input 7': 

@ ERnnnnnnnn: compare to error flag. This comparison is most effective in a sequence that is executed 
on a fault condition (See Xl'lC command). The ER comparison can determine what type of fault occurred. 

ER n n n n n n n 

:=:: ~::='IJ.\'J,n IIIII 
Fault (Selvo Fault) (Bit 5) -~- • 
Software CCW Umit Reached (Bit 4) 
Software CW Umit Reached (Bit 3) 

Res~~ -;~~;d;d-:::::::::::::::::::~ User Fault Input Is Reached 

@ Variable compares: 
VARn>VARn 
YARn-YARn 
VARn<VARn 

The ZX has two counters that can evaluate comparisons. pos stores the absolute position count in 
motor steps traveled since power was applied to the system. There are three ways to zero this counter: 
o Home the system 
o Issue a PZ (Position Zero) command 
o Reset the system either with the power or the reset (Z) command 
FEP Is the second counter (only in the ZXF systems). rEP tracks the total number of steps receiVed 
from the following encoder. This counter can be reset with the PFZ command. Either of these counters 
can be substituted for the variable In a comparison or loaded Into a variable for program manipulation. 

® AlIID: Boolean and operation 
® OR: Boolean or operation 
Command oe.crtptlon 
>:tr (Dl. OIl 1'W1) 
XDl --
>ILR 
XD2 
>IIl:F 
wus-..,. 
>IF (p08>VAa5 MDDI.' 
XDl -
>ILR 
XD2 
>IIl:F 
wus-..,. 
>Ir ('08>vaa, MDDraI) 
XDl -
>ILR 
XD2 
>IIl:F 
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II CCW & cw limila Input statue are 18 or the user flag is 81. execute next command. alae execute command following ELSE. 
Execute p~efi* move 1 
ELS& command 
Execute p~efined move 2 
End 01 if 
Variable 5 _ current position 
II Input status is 88 and poaition counter is > variable 5, execute next command. else, jump to NIF command. 
Execute precteli* move 1 
u.1&command 
Execute pr~efined move 2 
End 01 il 
Variable 5 _ current position 
II Input status i. 88 and poaitlon counter is > variable 8. execute next command. else. jump to NIF command. 
Execute pr~efi* move 1 
u.1&command 
Execute pr~ell* move 2 
End 01 II 





Function 0 

Function P 

Reserved 

Memory Lock Input - Prevents sequence editing and the use of some commands. This input 
Is useful if you do not want others to access to your program or modify parameters. 
o INPUT ON - Lock out S8CJJEIIlC8 edting and commands 
o INPUT OFF - Do not lock out commands 

Command. Locked Out: 

CPB, CPE, CPG, CPM, RIFS, XE, XD 

The ZX will report its setting. but you cannot change or use those commands while you are in a locked-out 
mode. 

Function Q 

Function R 

Function 5 

Function T 

Function u 

Function v 

Function w 

Function x 

Function y 

Function z 

Command 
> IN1C 
> IN2G 
> IN3J 
> IN,lJt 
> IN5L 
> OSB1 
> JVB1f/J 
> JVL1 
> lIN 

> lIN1 

Registration Input - Begins a registration move. Must be used with input 7. 

Reset Input - Invokes a software reset of the zx. Same as Reset (z) command. 
o INPUT ON - Reset !he ZX 
o INPUT OFF - Do not raset!he ZX 

Go Home Input - Inltlates a Go Home command. Same as executing GB command. You must 
define Go Home Velocity (GBV). Go Home Acceleration (Go). and Go Home Deceleration 
(GllAD) before executing homing. 
o INPUT ON - Execute Go Home 
o INPUT OFF - Do not execul9 Go Home 

Position Zero Input - Sets current position as the absolute zero posltlon (same as pz command). 
o INPUT ON - Zero !he AbsolUI9 Position Counter 
o INPUT OFF - Do not zero the Absolute Position CounlBr 

User Fault Input - Indicates. from other devices. that a fault condition exists. This input 
might be a push button. PLC. or a sensor input. 
o INPUT ON - Fault condition exists 
o INPUT OFF - No fault condition exists 

When user fault is activated. error code 66 will flash on and off. This fault output Is latched. 
To clear the fault. you must reset the drive. cycle power. or issue an ON command through 
the RS-232C interface. 

Data Valid Input - Used with STR command to handshake the data transfer from the 
interface to the ZX's Input line. It is used to input distance (ORO). velocity (YRo). loop count 
(LRO). following ratio (FRO). time delay (TRO), variables (VARD). and the sequence number 
(XRO). When you enable one of the Inputs as data valid. the data will not be read until a 
data valid line becomes active. If an input Is not assigned to data valid. the data loading 
occurs synchronously according to the Strobe (sTa) command. 
o INPUT ON - Data is valid 
o INPUT OFF - Data is not valid 

Data Sign Input - Input used with the ORO command to Indicate the sign of the distance value 
being loaded. If an Input is not set to a w function. the sign defaults to a + sign. 
o INPUT ON - Sign is negative 
o INPUT OFF - Sign is positive 

Increase Followlng Value - Input to increase the following value. by the amount specified In 
the FIN command. when following is enabled. 

Decreased Following Value - Input to decrease the following value. by the amount specified 
in the FIN command. when following is enabled. 

No FUnction - The Input serves no assigned function. If you use any other letters. that 
particular input will be set to Z. The ON and OFF state of all 7 Inputs can be defined with 
the INL (Input Polarity) command. INL sets inputs to be either active high or active low. 

oesCription 
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INL 
Typ. 
Syntax 
Unit. 
Rang. 
Default 
Respon •• 

Set Active Input Level 
Set-Up 
aZMLJt<n> 
n - active level 
1 - high, 0 - low 
o 
*0_INPUT_SIGNAL_LEVEL_ACTIVE_LOW or 
*l_INPUT_SIGNAL_LEVEL_ACTIVE_HIGH 

Se. also IN, OSA, OUTL 

V.rslon A 

Attrlbut •• 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command configures the voltage level that the ZX considers to be an active Input signal. 
Q lliILIII: Sets a low level (closed) as an active signal 
Q lliILl : Sets a high level (open) as an active signal 

This command allows you to use either normally closed (IliIL1) or normally open (IliILIII) switches. The 
maxtnuon uoltage Jar tnputs are 24VDC. and it is CLUTent Umtted. TIle l:RL command does not set the active 
state of the end-of-travel limit switches. See the OSA command for more information. 
Command DeiCripiJon 
> INLl SeIS a high le.IeI (open) as an active signal 
> AlII SeIS acceleration to 10 rps2 
> V5 SeIS velocity to S rps 
> D51/1(/J1/J Sets clstance tlS,OOO HIpS 
> lINL *l_INPUT_SIGNAL_LEVEL_ACTIVE_HIGH 
The ZX responds with the active level of the Inputs after entering these commands. 

10 Immediate Output 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>IO<n> 
Units n - output 
Rang. 0 - low, 1 = high, x = don 't care 
DefaUlt None 
Respons. *nnnn 
See also 0, OUT, OUTL 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

ThIs command immediately sets the output bIts configured as programmable outputs as specUled In the IO 
command. It does not affect the output state of outputs not configured as programmable. You can only use 
thIs command with a host that has an RS-232C Interface on-line with the zx. This command Is often used 
to tum a peripheral device on or off during the machine process. 

10 n n n I 

1 st outPut~-.J I I 
2nd Output ::..J 
3rd Output 
4th Output 

The programmable output bits are configured by the our command. The voltage level represented as an 
active state Is defined with the OOTL command. The order of the output pattern is programmable outputs 
from Output 1 to Output 4. 
COmmand DesCription 
> OOTa Sets output 2 as a programmable output 
> OUT3A SeIS output 3 as a j:)rogrammabIe output 
> MN SeIS to preset mode -
> AS SeIS acceleration tiS rps2 
> AD11II Sets deceleration tl10 rps2 
> Villi SeIS velocity to 10 rps 
> D251/1(/J1/J Sets clstance to 25,000 steps 
> I01X Sets programmable output 1 (labeled as output 2) on and leaves progranmabIe 0U1pUt 2 (labeled as output 3) unaffected 
> G Executes the moY8 (Go) 
> IOIIl SeIS programmable 0U1pUI1 (output 2 label) OFF and seIS programmable output 2 (output 3 label) ON 

If the IOIZIl command Is Issued while the motor Is moving. Output 1 turns off and Output 2 turns on. This Is 
different from the Output (0) command. The 0 command Is buffered and executes after the move is finished. 
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IS Input Status Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aIS 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *nnnn_nnnn_nn (n = a or 1) 
See also 0, OUT, OUTL 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command reports the status of the 10 discrete Inputs. The actual function of the Input Is determined 
by the IN command. The active voltage level is determined by the INL command. 

CCWlinit~. --.J~.nn I""-r""-nn 
CWUmit~ 
Home linit 
Input 1 
Input 2 

Input 7--------....1 
This Is D.Qt a software status report. It reports the actual hardware status of the Inputs. This command can 
help you troubleshoot an applicatlon. 

Command Response 
> lIS 

IV Immediate Velocity 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>IVn 
Units n = rps 
Range a - 179.9999 
Default None 
Response None 
See also MPP, NG 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

During motion, the velocity at which the motor is traveling can be changed to a new value set by the IV 
command. The ZX will accelerate or decelerate to the new velocity and stU! travel the commanded number 
of pulses. The IV command is used via RS-232C to modify the velOCity. To alter the velocity at 
predetermined breakpOints, see the MPP command. V max is motor type and resolutlon dependent. 
Command 
>MN 
> AUJ 
> ADUJ 
> V5 
> D5!1.1~~ 
> G 

Description 
Sets mode to Normal 
Sets acx::eleration to 10 rps 2 
Sets deceleration to 10 rps2 
Sets velocity to 5 rps2 
Sets dstance to 500,000 steps 
Executes move 

> IV2 Changes velocity to 2 rps, motor decelerates to 2 rps and maintails position in1egrity 

JA Jog Acceleration 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>JA<n> 
Un Its n ~ rps2 
Range 0.01 to 9999.99 
Default 10.00 
Response *JAn 
See also JAD, JVH, JVL, OSE 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

The jog acceleration command allows you to specify the linear acceleration rate that will be appUed to reach 
constant jog velOCity. The value is stored in nonvolatile memory. 
Command oescl'lptlon 
> JA3QJ Sets jog acx::eleration to 30 rps2 
> JVL2 Sets Iow-jog velocity to 2 rps 
Motlon ramps to a velocity of 2 rps at an acceleration rate of 30 rps2 when the jog Input is activated. 
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LD 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

Limit Disable 
Set-Up 
<a>LD<n> 
n = type of limit enabled 
o - 3 (see below) 
o 
*0_CW_AND_CCW_ LIMITS ENABLED or 
*l_CCW_ LIMIT ENABLED or 
*2_CW_LIMIT ENABLED or 
*3_NO LIMITS ENABLED 

See also RA, SLD 

VerSion A 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
( ) Saved in sequences 

The Limit Disable (LD) command allows you to enable/disable the end-of-traveillmit switch protection. If 
the limit inputs are not installed properly. LDe prohibits motion. If you want motion without wtrlng the 
limits. use LD3. The table below shows the valid n values (which you select) and their functions. 

n 
o 
1 
2 
3 

Command 

FuncUon 
Enable CCW and CW limits (Default) 
Disable CW imits 
Disable CCW limits 
Disable CCW and CW limils 

oesCription 
> lLDI/J 
> lLD3 

Enables CW & CCW Imils. Motion will occur on!y if the limit inputs are bypassed or connected to limit switches. 
Allows you tl make My move, regardless of the Imit input stale. 

L.F Line Feed 
Type Programming 
Syntax aLI' 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response [linefeed) 
See also CR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

When you issue the Line Feed (LF) command. the system transmits a line feed character (ASCII Code 10) 
over the communications link. This command Is useful when you send messages to control a display 
screen. or to signal a move completion. 
Command oescrlptlon 
> AS Sets aoceleration to 5 rp62 
> AD21/J Sets deceleration tl.20 rp62 
> VS SeIS velocity to 5 rp6 
> D1SI1JIiJe SeIS cistance to 15,00 steps 
> G Exeartes the rl'IOYe (Go) 
> 1 LF Transmits a line feed cha'acter over the communications link after the move is compleled 
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LRD Read Loop Count via Parallel Input/Output 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>LF<c><d><e> 
Unit. c, d = digit selector, e = scaling factor 
Range c, d = 0-7, e = 0-9 
Default None 
Response None 
Se. also IN, OUT. STR 

Version A 

Attrlbut •• 
{xl Buffered 
{ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
{ ] Saved in sequences 

LRD instructs the ZX to read Loop Count values from Compumotor's TMB Module (refer to the U 
lndger/Drive Vser Guide for more on the TMB Module). Inputs 1 - 4 must be configured as data inputs. 
Input 5 may be configured as a sign input. The Inputs must be configured as active low (INLtIJ). Outputs 1 -
3 must be configured as strobe outputs to use the 1MB Module. 

The command syntax allows for digit range selection through the optional <c><d> fields. The <c> field Is the 
start of the digit range and <d> Is the end of the digit range that the 1MB Module reads. The <c> field Is 
always less than or equal to <d>. The <c> and <d> values represent the following TMB Module digits: 

<C>, <d> Value 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TMS Module Di it Location: + 1 

The <e> field scales the distance value by 103. If the <c> and <d> fields are used. the <e> field must be 
used. If the <c>. <d>. and <e> fields are not used. un w1ll read all the 1MB Module's digits. If you use the 
TMB Module. the Output Strobe Delay TIme (su) must be set to 10 or greater. 

You may use a PLC with LRD (It uses a multiplexed I/O scheme). The outputs strobe through a BCD 
sequence at the Set Strobe Output Delay TIme (STR) command rate and read one BCD digit at a time. The 
I/O must be configured like the TM8 Module read case. LRD wUl issue the following strobe sequence: 

I 
Voltage Level IL..~-,.---.,....~~ ___ -----. 

01 c:e CX3 Data In (Active Low) 
low low low MSD (Digit 1) 
high low low Digit 2 
low high low Digit 3 
high high low Digit 4 
low low high Digit 5 
high low high Digit 6 
low high high Digit 7 
high high high LSD (Digit 8) 

The PLC. whUe reading the output strobe. must place the proper data at ZX inputs 1 - 4. Input 1 Is the 
digit's LSB and input 4 the MSB. Configuring an input as a data valid line allows the PLC to control the rate 
at which the outputs will strobe through the above sequence. Tum the TM8 Module to the following digits: 
+ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 and enter the following commands. 
Command 
> LRDQl3Q1 
> LRD773 
> LRD151 

Description 
Loop count is 1234 
Loop count is 8 x 103 = 8,000 
Loop count is 23456 x 101 = 234560 

MA Alternate Mode 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>MA 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also MN, Me, SSD 

Version A 

Attrlbut •• 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
{ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command sets the pOSitioning mode to alternate. In this mode. the ZX moves from Its starting position 
to a distance position speclfled with the Distance (o) command. Upon reaching the speclfled position. the 
motor wUI reverse direction and return to the starting position. The ZX w1ll repeat this cycle until a Stop (s) 
command is executed. or until the STOP input is activated. The function of the s command depends on the 
sso setting: 

s SOl Stops motion immediately 
S S 0 tIJ Stops motion at end of cycle 
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Me Continuous Mode 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>MC 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also A, AD, MN, MPP, T, TR, V 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

The Mode Continuous (Me) command causes subsequent moves to ignore any distance parameter and move 
continuously. You can clear the Me command wtth the Mode Normal (101) command. The ZX uses the 
Acceleration (A), Deceleration (AD) and Velocity (v) commands to perform the motion profile. Using the TIme 
Delay (T), Trigger (TR), and Velocity (v) commands (1n MPP mode), you can achieve basic velocity profiling. 
COmmand 
>MC 
> MPP 
> AD5 
>A5 
> V5 
> G 

DeiCilption 
Set tJ Conti1uous mode 
Set to Profile mode 
Set deoeIeI alien to 5 ~ 
Set acceIeraIion tJ 5 ,paz 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
ExeaJIB the move (Go) 

MN Normal Mode 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>MN 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also A, D, Me, MPA, MPr, MPP, V, AD 

Version 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Mode Normal (MR) command sets the positioning mode to preset. In Mode Normal, the motor wtll move 
the distance specified with the Distance (0) command. To define the complete move profile, you must define 
Acceleration (A), Deceleration (AD), Velocity (v), and Distance (0). The MR command changes the mode of 
operation from Mode Continuous (MC). 

Command 
>0 
> MPI 
> AS 

> AD1QJ 
> V5 
> D1QJQJQJ 
> G 

oescrlptlon 
Set to NonnaI mode 
Set to Incremental mode 
Set acceleration tJ 5 rps2 
Set deceleration tJ 10 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set dslance tJ l,OC1J sBps 
ExecuIB the move (Go) 

::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;:;:::;:;:::::;:::;:;:::::;:::::;:::;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:;:::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::;:;:::;:;:::;;::;:;:::::::;:;:::::::;:::::::::;:;:::::;:;:;:;;:::;::::::::;:::::::;:::::::;:::::::;:;::::::: .. ; ..••. : ..... : :.:.: ... :.:.:.:.,::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::.::;::::::=::::::::;:::.: .:.:=:=:=:=:.: ::::::=:::::::=;::::':= 

MPA Absolute Position Mode 
Typ. Motion 
Syntax <a>MPA 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
Se. also 0, MN, MPr, MPP, PZ, sp 

Version 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command sets the positioning mode to Absolute. In this mode all move distances are referenced to 
absolute zero. Note that In Mode Nonnal (101) and Mode Position Absolute (MPA), giving two consecutive Go 
(G) commands wlll cause the motor to move once, since the motor w1ll have achieved its desired absolute 
position at the end of the first move. 

Mode Position Absolute (MPA) is most usefultn applications that require moves to specific locations. You 
can set the absolute counter to zero by cycling power or issuing a Position Zero (pz) command. 
Command 
> 0 
> MPA 
> AS 

> AD1QJ 
> V1QJ 
> D25QJQJQJ 
> G 
> D125QJQ1 
> G 

beacflptlon 
Set tJ NonnaI mode 
Sets tJ AbsoIuIB mode 
Set acx:eIeralion t) 5 rps2 
Set deceleration tJ 10 rps2 
Set velocity to 10 rps 
Set dstanCe tJ 25,000 steps. 
Move motor tJ absoIuIB pasiIion 25,000 
Set dis1anC:e tJ + 12,500 steps 
Move moa to absoIuIB position +12,500 steps 
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MPI Mode Position Incremental 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>MPI 
Unit. None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also D, MN, MPA, MPP 

Veralon 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

MPI sets the ZX to Incremental Positioning mode. In this mode. all move distances specified with the 
Distance (D) command are referenced to the current position. Incremental mode is most useful In 
applications that require repetitiVe movements (e.g .• feed-to-Iength applications). 
Command 
>MN 
> MPI 
>AS 
> ADle 
> vle 
> D11I'1I'IHf 
> G 
> G 

D8SCI'Ipilon 
Set" Normal mode 
Set to Incremerlla! Preset mode 
Set aoceIeraIion " 5 rps2 
Set deceleration " 10 rps2 
Set velocity to 10 rps 
Set cistance of /TIO\I9" 10,000 steps 
MaYe 10,000 s1eps CW 
Move another 10,000 SEp6 CW 

MPP Position Profile Mode 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>MPP 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also DP, FP, NG 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ) Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

The MPP command sets an execution mode after a G command is executed, subsequent commands provide 
complex motion profiles and input and output operations during motion. A DP command correlates events 
with the motor position as the command stops processing untU the distance matches the value set by the 
DP command. An HG command marks the end of a positlon profile and turns off MPP mode. 
Command oescrlptlon 
> MPI Set to incremenlal mode 
> AS Set acceleration to 5 rps2 
> AD11I' Set deceleration ID 10 rps2 
> V2 Set velocity to 2 rps 
> D211'I1lQJN Set dstance ID 200,000 steps 
> MPP Set position profile mode 
> G Execute the move (Go) 
> DP SII'II'N Wait until motor has traveled 50,000 steps 
> 011 Tum on outputs 1 and 2 
> HG End Position Profile mode 
> 011lQJ Tum off oU1pU1s 1 ancl2 

N End of Loop 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>H 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also c, L. PS, Y 

Vefslon A 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command marks the end of loop. This command can be used in conjunction with the Loop (L) 
command. All buffered commands that you enter between the L and H commands are executed as many 
times as the number that you enter following the L command. 
Commana Description 
> P S Pauses the execution of buffered commands I6Itil!he ZX receives a Continue (C) command 
> MN Set" Normal mode 
> AS Set acceleration" 5 rps2 
> ADlIII Set deceleration " 10 rps2 
> Vs Set velocity to 5 rps 
> D11I'1I'IHf Set move distance" 10,000 sIep6 
> LS Loop !he above series of commands five times 
> G Execute the move (Go) 
> N End the loop 
> c Clear pause and executas all bufferad COIT1fT1alds 
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NG End Position Profile 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>Be; 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also MPP, DP 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
( ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command marks the end of a MPP position profile and turns off MPP mode. When in Mode Position 
Profile, commands subsequent to a e; command are processed until an Be; command Is encountered; 
command processing pauses until motion Is complete, then command execution resumes. 
COmmand 
> MPI 
>AS 
> ADlIIJ 
> V2 
> D211J11H1HHI 
> MPP 
> G 
> DP SI1H1HHI 
> vs 
> Oll1J 
> NG 
> lPR 

b8iCl'lpdon 
Set to hlClamenta/ mode 
Set aeoeIeraIion to 5 rpa2 
Set deoeIeralion to 10 rpe2 
Set velocity 10 2 rps 
Set cistanc:e to 200000 steps 
Set position profile mode 
ExscuB the mow 
Wait unll motor has nveIed 50000 steps 
Set velocity 10 5 rpe - motor acceIerales 10 5 rps 
Set ouIpUt.1 en and ~ 12 elf 
End position profile 
Report position counter at end of move 

NIF End of If 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>NIF 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also ELSE, IF 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command marks the end of an IF command. 
identify the end of the IF command. 

When using the IF command, NIF must be used to 

IF(condltion) ... commands... ELSE ... commands ... NIF 
Command oescrlptlon 
> IF (VARS-7) 
> GDl 

If variable 15 .. 7, execute \he next oommand, otherwise execuB the oommand follCNling the NIl' command 
ExscuB predefined move .1 
End IF staaement > NIl' 

> GD2 ExscuB predefined move 12 

NWHILE End of While 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>NWHILE 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Respon.. None 
See also WHILE, REPEAT, UNTIL 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

This command marks the end of the WHILE command. The WHILE command is evaluated. if it is true, all 
commands between WHILE and NWHlLE are executed. NWHlLE then redirects program flow back to WHILE 
for another evaluation. The commands between WHILE and NWHlLE will continue to execute as long as the 
WHILE condition is true. When the WHILE condition Is false. program flow Jumps to the command after the 
NWHILE command. 

WHILE(condition) 
Command 
> WHILB (INXXX1) 
> GDl 
> 'f2.11J 
> NWBILB 

commands ,., NWHILE 
DeScription 
While input.1 is active, ccntirut to execute the commalds between WHILB and NWBILB 
ExscuEs predefined ma.le .1 
Set a lime delay of two seconds 
End WHI LE condition 
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o Output 
Type Proqramminq 
Syntax <a>O<n> 
Units n = output 
Range 0 = low on/off, 1 hiqh, X = don't care 
Default None 
Respons. *Onnnn 
See also 10, OUT, OUTL 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Output (0) command turns the output bits configured as programmable outputs on and off. It does not 
affect the output state of the outputs not configured as programmable. ThIs Is used for signaling remote 
controllers. turning on LEOs. or sounding alarms. The output can Indicate that the motor Is In positlon. 
about to begin Its move. or Is at constant velocity. etc. 

The programmable output bits are configured by the OOT command. The voltage level represented as an 
active state Is defined with the OOTL command. The order of the output pattern Is programmable outputs 
from output 1- 4 (as labeled on the unit). 

o n n n n 

1st Output ~--.J I 
2nd Output -.-J 
3rd Output 
4th Output 

On/y outputs configured as programmable 

Command 
> OOT3A 
> OOTtA 
> AlIII 
> AD2QJ 
> V5 

Description 
Set output #3 as a progranmable output 
Set output 14 as a progranmable output 
Set acceleration to 10 rps2 
Set deceleration to 20 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 

> D21/J1/J1/J1/J 
> OI/Jl 
> G 

Set move cistance to 20,000 slaps 
Set programmable output 1 (labeled as Output 3) off and output 2 (labeled as OJtput 4) on 
EX8CUm the move (Go) 
At !he end of !he move tum off programmable output 2 (labeled as output 4) > OXI/J 

OFF Off 
Type Proqramminq 
Syntax <a>orr 
Units None 
Range None 
Defau It None 
Response None 
See also ON, STl, STrIJ 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command turns off the zx. When you issue an OFr command. the Fault LED will be on to indicate that 
the ZX is shutdown. You must issue an ON command to command the ZX to energize the motor and clear 
the fault. The contents of the buffer will be cleared when you execute this command. In addltlon. ERROR HO 
will scroll across the display. OFr is similar to the STl command (however. this command is immediate. 
STl Is buffered). 
Command DeScription 
> OF!' Turns off the drive. 

ON On 
Type Proqramminq 
Syntax <a>Olt 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also OFF, STl, ST" 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command turns on the drive and clears seIVo faults. The ON command stops motion. 
the STI2J command. The ON command. however. Is immediate and STI2J Is buffered. 

It Is similar to 

Command DeScription 
> ON Tum off !he shutdown output to oommand!he dive to ~!he moD 
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OSH Reference Edge of Home Switch 
Type Set-Up 

Syntax <a>OSRn 
Un Its n = mode 
Range a = off, 1 = on 
Default a 
Response None 
See also OSG 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

o OSRIIJ: Selects the CW side of the Home signal as the edge on which the final approach will stop 
o OSR1: Selects the CCW side of the home signal as the edge on which the final approach Will stop 
The CW edge of the Home switch is defined as the first switch transition seen by the ZX when traveling from 
the CW limit in the CCW direction. If n • I, the CCW edge of the Home switch will be referenced as the 
Home position. The CCW edge of the home switch is the first switch transition seen by the ZX when 
traveling off of the CCW limit in the CW direction. 

OSI Save Sequence Scan Mode On Stop 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>OSln 
Units n - mode 

Version C 

Attributes 
(xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 

Range a = off, 1 = on 
Default a 

[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

Response None 
See also ssr, XQ 

You can use OSll to preserve the Sequence Scan mode (SSJ1) during and after a Stop (5) command. 
clears Sequence Scan mode after a stop. 

Use the Sequence Interrupted Run Mode (XQ) command with OSI1 to ensure that no sequences are 
unlntentionally executed after a stop. 

0510 
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OllT Output Functions 
Typ. Programming 
Syntax <a>OUT<n><x> 
Unit. n = bits, x = functions 
Rang. n - 1 - 4, x = A - Z 
Default None 
Respon.. See Example 
See also IN, OUTL, OUTP 

Version A 

Attrlbut.s 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

This command sets the functions for each of the four outputs and the relay. All the outputs can be 
configured for different functions. The factory setting for all nine outputs are programmable output bits. 
The following table lists the functions available for each output bit. 

A Programmable OulpUl-Used with 0 and 10 commands 
B MovInglNot Moving--On when motion is ooc:uning 
c Sequence in ~ when a sequenoe is being run 
D At Umil5-On when the motor reaches a software or hardNare limit 
E At Position Zero--On when the absolute posi1ion counter is 0 
F Faut-Ol when a fault ooc:urs (see RSE command for possbIe fault oonditions) 

H Shutlown Command--Incicates when you tim off the driII9 usilg OFF or ST1 
I Reserved 
J Strobe-TI.ITlS on to load bytes of parallel data. Shows the inl9t1ace that the ZX is ready for data. 
K Command Error-On when RS-232C or BCD input has invaid data 
L Position Error Fault-On when ZX detects a sial condition. (Error 20) 
M Reserved 
N CW Software Limit Reached-CW Software limit set with SL command has activated 
o Reserved 
p CCW Software Umit Reached-CCW Software limit set with SL has activated 
Q Reserved 
R CW Hardware limit activated 
5 CCW hardware limit activated 
T Output based on position-Oulput goes on when a condition specified by OUlP exists. 
U Pulse Output-A square wave is output based on the PU and PUl.. commands. 
v Output ktive When Servo is Within Deadband-1O-ms update time (Rev. D) 

w Output ktive When Servo is Within Deadband and Not Moving-1O-ms update time (Rev. D) 
z No Function 

OTHERS No Function 

You can configure outputs #1 - #4 as any of the functions described above (e.g .. output #3 is set as a 
position zero indicator). 

OUT 3 E 

~3----------------~1 
Tum ON (When At Position Zero) -------' 

The OUT command also reports the status of each output bit. 

aOUTl ·l_A_PROGRAMMABLE_OUTPlIT_{STATUS_ONl 

When you do not specify the output bit number. the ZX reports the status of all the output bits. 

aOUT *l_A_PROGRAMMABLE_OUTPUT_(STATUS_ON) 

*2_A_PROGRAMMABLE_OUTPUT_(STATUS_ON) 

*3_A_PROGRAMMABLE_OUTPUT_(STATUS_ON) 

*4_A_PROGRAMMABLE_OUTPUT_(STATUS_ON) 
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PFZ Sets Follower Counter to Zero 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>PFZ 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Respons. None 
See also PF, PZ 

This command sets the absolute position of the following encoder to zero. 
Commana Di8Criptlon 
> P!'Z Set encoder oocxrt t) zero 
> lP!' Report following enc::oder position (response = *+flIIII'f/l~ 

PR Absolute Position Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aPR 
Units Steps 
Range +/-2,147,483,647 
Default None 
Response *snnnnnnnnnn 
See also D, MN, MPI, MPA, pz, SP 

V.rslon A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

V.rslon A 

Attribute. 
(x] Buffered 
( ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

Reports absolute motor position with respect to power-up position or last time SP or PZ or a successful Go 
Home move were issued. The absolute position counter can track up to 838,860,800 steps. If the counter is 
overrun in the relative position mode (by running the motor continuously for long periods of time, 24 hours 
at 20 rps and 5,000 steps per rev), the absolute position will be invalid. 
Command Description 
> P Z Reset the absolute coun1er ID zero 
> LD3 Disables both cw & CCW limits 
> Alf/l SetAcx:eleration t) 10 ~2 
> AD2f/l Set deceleration ID 20 rPs2 
> VS Set velocity to 5 rps 
> D5~ Set move cistance t) 5,000 sIep& 
> G Exec:um the ITIOY8 (Go) 
> lPR Requests absoIule position report-«lSponse should be ~f/lIIlIII 

PS Pause 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>PS 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also c 

Version A 

Attributes 
(x] Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
( ] Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command pauses execution of a command string or sequence following the Pause (ps) command until 
the zx. receives a Continue (c) command. This command is useful if you need to enter a complete string of 
commands before you can execute your other commands. The PS command is also useful for interactive 
tests and in synchronizing multiple indexes that have long command strings. 
COmmand Description 
> PS Pauses exec:ution of fclkMing commands until the ZX receives the Continue (c) oommand 
> AS Set acoeIeration t) 5 rps2 
> ADS Set cIeceIeraIion t) 5 rps2 
> vs Set velocity to 5 rps 
> D2S~ Set move distance ID 25,000 slaps 
> G Exec:u1l9 the move (Go) 
> T2 Delay the next ITIOY8 for 2 seconds 
> G Exec:ule the move (Go) 
> c Continue Execution 
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R Report ZX Status 
Type Status 
Syntax aR 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Respons. * [crJ ([crJ = R, B, 5, C) 
See also RA, RB 

The Request zx Status (It) command reports the general status of the zx. 
Oefinltlon 

Reactt OR 
"S 
*B 
°C 

Reactt. AIII9nIion Needed 
Busy 

Busy. AItenIicn Needed 

The following conditions cause a response indicating that the ZX is busy: 
a Perfonnlng a preset move 
a Performing a continuous move 
a A time delay Is in progress (T command) 
a Paused 
a Waiting on a trigger 
a In Jog mode 
a Going Home 
a In Power-on sequence mode 
a Running a sequence 
a Executing a loop 

The following conditions will cause an attention needed response. 
a A feedback error condltion exists 
a Go home failed 
a Umlt has been encountered 
a Sequence execution was unsuccessful 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

Possible responses are: 

When attention is required, more details on the error condition are available with the RA or RB commands. It 
is not recommended that this command be used in tight polling loops that may overload the microprocessor. 
Inserting time delays can alleviate this problem. This command is not Intended to determtne if a moue is 
complete-it shDuId be used after a moue to determtne if there are errors or faults. Use a buffered status 
request command or a programmable output to indicate move completion. 
Command Response 
> lR OR (reactt ., accept a com~ error conditions require attention) 

:.:.:.::: .... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::;::::::::::;.:::::;:::;:;:::;:::::::::.::::;.:::::;:::::::::::::::;:::.:;:::::::.:::;:::::::.:::.:::;:::::::::::::.;::::.;::::::::.::::::;.:::.:.:::::::::::::::.:::::::::.:.:::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::.:::::.:::::::::.:.:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:::.:.:::::::::.:.::;.::::::::::: ... ::.:.:.:::.:.::: ..... : ... : ... :::.;:.: .. : .. :: .. :.: .. :.:::: .... ::.:: ....... :.:' ... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 

RA Limit Switch Status Report 
Type Status 
Syntax altA 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *x [cr] (x = characters @, A-O) 
See also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Limit Switch Status Report (RA) command reports the current status of the hardware end-of-travel limits 
and the status during the last move. The response characters and the conditions they represent are listed 
below. 11te RA command is useful when the motor wtll not moue. 11te report back waf tncUcate whether or 
not the last move was termtnated by one or both end.-oJ-trauellimtts. 

ReSponse cast MOVe Ended BY Omit SWitch ActIVe 
Character CW Limit CCW Limit CW Limit CCW Limit 

*@ NO NO NO NO 
°A YES NO NO NO 
·8 NO YES NO NO 
·C YES YES NO NO 
·0 NO NO YES NO 
·e YES NO YES NO 
·F NO YES YES NO 
*G YES YES YES NO 
·H NO NO NO YES 
., YES NO NO YES 
.J NO YES NO YES 
·K YES YES NO YES 
°L NO NO YES YES 
·M YES NO YES YES 
ON NO YES YES YES 
°0 YES YES YES YES 
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RB Loop, Pause Shutdown, Trigger Status Report Version A 

Attributes 
( ] Buffered 

Type Status 
Syntax aRB 
Units None 
Rang. None 
Default None 
Respons. *x (crJ (x = @, A-O) 
See also L, PS, R, RA, ST, TR 

( ) Device specific 
( ] Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

This command reports the status of four functions within the ZX: Loop in Progress, Pause in Progress, 
1)1gger Walt Active and Shutdown Active. 

ReSponse Loc:p Pause SfiiidOWi'i 
Character Active Active Active 

*@j NO NO NO 
·A YES NO NO 
*B NO YES NO 
·C YES YES NO 
·0 NO NO YES 
·e YES NO YES 
·F NO YES YES 
·G YES YES YES 
·H NO NO NO 
·1 YES NO NO 
.J NO YES NO 
·K YES YES NO 
*L NO NO YES 
"M YES NO YES 
"N NO YES YES 
"0 YES YES YES 

COmmand Response 

NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

> 1RB *1r-The ZX is CUT9nt/y executng a loop 

REG 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

Configure Registration Moves 
Motion 
<a>REGl,Am,ADm,Vm(or FOLm),Om 
None 
None 
None 
*REGl,Am,AOm,Vm(or FOLm) ,Om 
IN (IN7Q) 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The REGl command defines the registration move with parameters A (acceleration), AD (deceleration), v 
(velocity), or I'OL (following) and 0 (distance). One registration move may be entered (the values are stored 
in nonvolatUe memory). The move Is calculated for immediate execution upon receipt of an active 
registration Input. Only Input 7 can be configured to produce registration moves by the IN command. 
Command nesCriptlon 
> REQ1,AS,AD1~,VS,D2~eeee oefine registration move .1 
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REPEAT Repeat 
Type 
Syntax 
Unit. 
Rang. 
e,fault 
Respon •• 

Programming 
<a>RI:PICAT 
None 
None 
None 

5.. also UNTIL, WHILE, NWHILE 

Version A 
Attrlbut •• 
[X] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The REPEAT command. with the tJNTIL command. creates conditional program flow. REPEAT marks the 
beginning of the conditional statement. The commands after REPEAT are executed untll the ON'lIL condition is 
reached. If the tJN'lIL condition is false. program flow is redirected to the REPEAT command-if it is true. the 
command after tJN'lIL will be executed (the REPEAT ••• UN'lIL loop will be exited). Commands between REPEAT 
and tJN'lIL are always executed at least once. Up to 16 levels of REPEAT commands may be nested. 

REPEAT command. tJNTIL(condition) 

The IF. WBEN. WBILI:. and tJNUL commands contain fields that are evaluated to provide conditional 
program flow. The evaluation statement is contained in parentheses after IF. WBILE and UNTIL. An 
underscore U indicates each comparison. 
o II!'(condlt1on) .. commands .. BLSB .. commands .. NIJ' 
o REPEAT .. commands .. ONTIL(condtuon) 
o WBILB(condlt1on) .. commands .. HWBILB 

The conditions are comprised of a set of evaluation statements: 

CD FLnnnnnnnn: compare to user flag. Use SI'L to set the bits and evaluate them with the FL comparison. 
nnnnnnnn 

~:~~ ---1 I 
® INnnnnnnnnnnn: compare to input status (uses the same data available with the IS command). 

IN n n n n n n n n n n 

!:~~ ~'11 
Input 1 • 
Input 7---------__ .... 

@ ERnnnnnnnn: compare to error flag. This comparison is most effective in a sequence that Is executed 
on a fault condition (See xn:). The ER comparison can detennine what type of fault occurred. 

ER n n n n n n n 

"" ..... CCW lim;"' ...... (~t n I I II Hardware CW Limit Reached (Bit 6) • 
Fault (Servo Fault) (Bit 5) ---
Software CCW Limit Reached (Bit 4) 
Software CW Limit Reached (Bit 3) 

Reserved -;;~i"Rt;;;;;j-::=========~ User Fault Input Is Reached 

® Variable compares: 
VARn>VARn 
VARn-VARn 
VARn<VARn 

The zx. has two counters that can evaluate comparisons. pos stores the absolute position count in 
motor steps traveled since power was applied to the system. There are three ways to zero thls counter: 
o Home the system 
o Issue a PZ lPosltlon Zero) command 
o Reset the system either with the power or the reset (z) command 
FEP is the second counter (only in ZXF systems). It tracks the total number of steps received from the 
following encoder. This counter can be reset by with the PI'Z command. Either of these counters can 
be substituted for the variable in a comparison or loaded into a variable for program manipulation. 

® AND: Boolean and operation 
@ OR: Boolean or operation 
Command Description 
>IF(DIl. oa ~) 
>GOl --
>&LSII: 
>G02 
>HIF 
~08 
>UPIM' 
>GO! 
>'l! •• 
>R 
>OII'1'IL('es>VAd MD Dr.) 
>V1oaWOII --
>WHIL&('OII>~~_DfaII) 

>G07 
>'l2 •• 
>tnGaLII: 
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If input status is 10 or user nag is set to 01, execute next command, else execute command following the SLas command. 
Execute predefined mOlle 1 
SLaS command 
Execute predefined mOlle 2 
End of if 
Set Variable 5 • to current position 
Repeat command 
Execute predefined move 5 
Delay 5 seconds 
Chenge Direction 
If input status is "" and the position counter Is> 10,000. execute next command, eI ... jump to REPEAT command. 
Set Variable 6 • to current position 
II absolute position counter is > variable 6 and input status is 00, execute next command, else execute command 
following II11II%%.&. 
Execute predefined move 7 
Delay two second. 
End of whU&---jump to 1IHI%'& command 





RS Report Status of Sequence Execution 
Type Status 
Syntax aRS 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *x [cr] (x = characters @, A, B, C, D) 
See also XR, XRP 

Responds in the form *x[cr] where x - • - D. 

*@ NO NO 
*A YES NO 
*B NO YES 
*C YES YES 
*0 None None 

Bad 
Loop 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

YES 

Version A 

Attributes 
( ] Buffered 
( ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved In sequences 

Whenever a sequence Is started. the sequence start bit Is set and the sequence end bit is cleared (this only 
occurs if the sequence is valid and is actually run). Whenever a sequence is ended. the start bit is cleared 
and the end bit Is set. You can clear both bits with a Reset (z) command or by cycling power to the zx. 
*0 is reported when there Is an unbalanced number of loops and loop terminators inside a sequence. 
Starting a loop in one sequence and terminating It in another sequence Is not allowed. Nested loops require 
complete closure before execution will begin. 

Sequence started is true when an XR. XRP or a power-up successfully starts a sequence. It is false when a 
STOP or a KILL command is received. or Itmtts are hit. 

Sequence Ended Is true when an XT Is encountered. when a STOP or KILL is executed. or when an end-of
travel llmit is encountered. Sequence Ended is false when a sequence Is successfully started. 

RSE 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
eefault 
Response 
See also 

Report Servo Errors 
Status 
aRSE 
None 
None 
None 
See below 

Version A 

Attributes 
( 1 Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
( 1 Saved independently 
( 1 Saved in sequences 

In addition to the front panel display. you can find out what error or warning conditions exist with the RES 
command. Use RSE to troubleshoot the unit when a fault occurs. Chapter @ Maintenance & Troubleshooting 
in the ZX IndexerIDdve User Guide describes these errors and offers some tips. The possible messages are: 
'NO _ERRORSIWARNINGS 
'DRIVE_ERRORS: 

'03_0VER_VOLTAGE_WARNING 
'04_OVER_VOLTAGE 
'17 _INDEXER_SHUTDOWN 
'18_LOW_VOLTAGE 
'19_SHORT_CIRCUIT 
'20_POSITION_ERROR_EXCEEDED 
'21_ROLLING_A VE_CURRENT _FAULT 
'22_AVERAG E_ CURRENT _LIMIT_EXCEEDED 
'23_DRIVE_ENABLE_NOT _ACTIVE 
'27 _VELOCITY _ERROR_EXCEEDED 
'3D_BRAM_FAILURE 
'41_CW_HARDWARE_LlMIT 
'42_CCW_HARDWARE_LlMIT 
'43_CW_SOFTWARE_LlMIT 
'44_CCW_SOFTWARE_LIMIT 
'SS_POWER_SUPPL Y _FAILURE 
'60_COMMANDED_SHUTDOWN 
'52_CURRENT JNTEGRATION]AULT 
'70_RESOL VER_DISCONNECTED 
'77_RESOLVER_RESOLUTION_FAULT 
'91_HEATSINK_OVER_TEMPERATURE 
'92_MOTOR_OVER_ TEMPERATURE 
'93_PCB_OVER_TEMPERATURE 

Command Respon .. 
> lRSB 
> Oll 
> lRSB 
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*DRIVE_ERRORS: * 20 _ POSITION_ERROR_EXCEEDED 
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RSIN Set Variable Interactively 
Type programming 
Syntax <a>VARn 
Unit. n ~ variable number 
Range 1 - 30 
Default None 
Response VAR 
See also RSIN 

Ver.lon A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

The RSIa command Is used In conjunction with the vartables to allow the variables to be loaded with data 
during sequence execution. When the command Is executed. the data Is then transmitted to the ZX with 
! nnnnnnnnnD. DDDDD (numbers need to be preceded by an exclamation point). Command processing 
pauses with the RSIa command and resumes when the data Is transmitted to the zx. 
VARn=RSla data is to be loaded Into YARn 

!nnnnnDnnDD.DnnDD 
Command 
> XEl 
> XDl 
> l"ENTER ~u 
> lCR -
>lLl' 
> VAR2-RSIlf 
> XT 
> XR1 
> ENTER DATA 
> 112.34 

z load data Into VARn 
DeSCription 
Emses~'1 
Defines Sequenca '1 
Transmits message 
Transmits carriage return 
Transmits Iinefe8d 
Data is t) be enlel8d tar vMable t2 
Ends defini1ion of sequence '1 
Executes ~'1 
Message transmitted 
Loads variable 2 with 12.34 

RV Revision Level 
Type Status 
Syntax aRV 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *92-011492-01xx *92-010799-01xx 
See also None 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[ ] Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Revtslon (RV) command responds with the software part numbers of both Z Drive processors and their 
reviSion levels. The part numbers (92-011492-01 and 92-010799-01) Identify the Installed software. The 
suffixes (xx) identify the reviSion levels. Record this information. It is required If you consult Compumotor's 
Applications Department 
Command Response 

5 Stop 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>S 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also AD, C, K, SSH, SSL 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ) Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command decelerates motion to a stop using the last defined Deceleration (AD) command. This 
command normally clears any remaining commands In the command buffer. unless prevented from doing so 
by the Clear/Save The Command Buffer On Stop (ssn) command. When the SSHl command Is present. s 
stops only the current move. The ZX then executes the next command In the buffer. The s command does 
not stop motion In Velocity Streaming (lOP). 

If the SSL command is enabled. issuing a Continue (c) command after as S command will resume execution 
by completing the Interrupted move and continuing sequence or buffer execution. 
Command 
>NC 
> ADS 
>Al 
> V11IJ 
> G 
> s 

Discrlptlon 
Set 10 Continuous mode 
Set deceleration t) 5 rps2 
Set acceleration m 1 rPs2 
Set velocity to 10 rps 
ExecuI8 the move (Go) 
Stop (motor decelerates) t) 0 rps at 5 rps2 
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SFL Set User Flag 
Typ. Programming 
Syntax <a>SFL<n> 
Units n = bits 
Rang. 12', 1, or x 
Default " 
Re.pon.e *nnnn nnnn 
See also IF, NIF, UNTIL, WHILE 

Version A 

Attrlbut.s 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command sets a condition of 8 different bits. You can define the state of bits 0 - 7 with this command 
(13, 1, or x). A 13 clears the corresponding bit. a 1 sets the corresponding bit. and an x retains the bit's 
present value. Not all the bits need to be defined during an srL command (srLll sets bits 6 and 7 while 
leaving the remaining bits unaltered). 

SFL n n n n n n n n 

Most Siginificant Bit I I 
Least Significant Bit 

Once you set bits 0 - 7. you can use the IF command to do an IF _TUB_ELSE operation or the 
REPEAT_UNTIL and WBILE_BWBILE commands to do conditional looping. 
Command DeSCllpuon 
> SFLU'lli Set bils S ancI7, and dear bi1s 6 and 4 

> II!'(I!'L1II1II' 
> AlII 
> AD15 
> vs 
> D25111111 
> G 
> NIl!' 

If user flag bits 5 and 7 are set, 1hen issue !he following commands 
Set aoc:elef'ation to 10 ~ 
Set deceleration to 15 rj:,s2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cistanc:e kI 25,000 steps 
EXeaJ1ieS the move (Go) 
Ends !he F condition 

SL Software Limits 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SL<n>, <n> 
Un Its n = steps 
Range .±. 838,860,800 
Default 0 
Response *SLn, n 
See also LAD, OUT, 5LD, R5E 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command defines the CCW and CW software end-oC-travel limits respectively, Once you define the 
CCW and CW software limits. the motor will not be able to exceed those positions. unless the software 
limits are disabled by the SLC3 command. You may use the OOT conunand to configure one or more outputs 
to signaltf a software end-of-traveillmlt has been encountered. When the motor reaches the software limit, 
it will come to a stop. using the deceleration (LAD) specified. 

5L-20, 412''''' 

CCW Software limit - -20909 _____ ..,,1 

CW Software limit - 4000 ---------' 

COmmand 
> SL-ltIJ""",26!144 
> SLDII 
> PZ 
> AlII 
> AD1S 
> V5 
> D4tIJrIJIIII 
> G 
> lRSB 
> 
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DeSCllpdon 
Set CCW software limit kI-10,ooo steps. Set CW software imit to 26,944 steps. 
Enables both CWand CCW software limits 
Set absoIulB position to zero 
Set aoc:eleration to 10 rps2 
Set deceleration kl1S rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cistanc:e kI 40,000 steps 
ExeaJ1ieS the ma.'e (Go) 
Request servo errors 
*INDBXBa_DISABLBD_BT __ IU CW SOF"rWAU LINI~ 



SLD Software Limit Disable 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SLD<n> 
Units n = limits 
Range ((J - 3 
Default 3 
Respons. See Below 
See also OUT, SL 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command enables or disables the software end-of-travel limits defined by the SL command. SLDIZ 
Enables both CW and CCW software UmIts. Motion wlll not be allowed to go past the software limits. 
a SLDl DJaablea CW Software lImtL Can travel past cw software lImtL 
a SLD2 Disables CCW Software UmtL Can travel past CCW software lImtL 
a SLD3 Disables CW and CCW Software J1m1ta. Motor will ignore CW and CCW software limits. 

Thts command ts very similar to the Hardware Lim1t Disable (LD) command. except it uses software limtts. 
You can use the 001' command to configure an output to Indicate that the software limit has been reached. 
However. If you disable the llmlts. the output wlll not be activated. even If motion goes past the software 
limit. The possible responses to SLD commands are given below: 
o cw CCW SOFTWARE TRAVEL LIMITS ENABLED 
1-CCW SOFTWARE TRAVEL LIMIT ENABLED 
2-CW SOFTWARE TRAVEL LIMIT ENABLED 
3=NO=SOFTWARE=TRAVEL=LIMITS_ENABLED 

Command 
> SL/Il,/Il 
> PZ 
> Al/ll 
> VS 
> D2S/Il/Il/Il 
> SLD3 
> G 

SN 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

oesCilption 
Set CCW software limit to 0 and CW software limit to 0 
Set absoIue position to zero 
Set acceleration to 1 0 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set distance to 25,000 slep6 
Disable both CW and CCW software limils 
Execue the move (Go) 

Scan Time Delay 
Set-Up 
<a>SN<n> 
n = milliseconds 
1 to 1,000 
50 

None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Scan (SN) command defines the debounce time (In milllseconds) for external sequence selection inputs. The 
debounce time is the amount of time that the sequence inputs must remain constant for a proper reading from a 
remote controller. such as a programmable logic controller (PLC). If a PLC is used. change the debounce time 
to be greater than the PLC's scan time to ensure that the correct data Is present when the data Is read. 
Command DeSCription 
> SN1S/II Set scan lime of sequence select inputs to 150 ms 

SP Set Position Absolute 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SPn 
Un Its n • steps 
Range 2,147,483,647 
Default 0 
Response None 
See also 0, MPA, MPI, PR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command allows you to set the absolute counter (value n). sp labels a poSition value at a certain 
point. For example. you can set the zero reference point (home) to some location other than that of the 
physical hardware home. Jfyou have a cut-off saw. for example, you may not be able to mount the home 
switch at the cut point. However. by mounting the home switch at a known distance away. and resetting the 
reference point with SP. you can make the system function as If the home switch were at the cut point. 
Command 
>NIf 
>A2 
> GB2 
> PZ 
> lPR *+/Il/Il/ll/ll/ll/ll/ll/ll/ll/ll 
> SPS/Il/Il/Il 
> lPR *+/Il/Il~S/Il/Il~ 

DeScrtptlOf1 
Selto Nonnal mode 
Set acceIeraIion to 2 rps2 
Instruct !he motor to go home at 2 rps 
Set absolute posiIion counter to zero 
Reed the absolute position counter 
Set absolute oounlBr to 5,000 
Read !he absoIu19 position counter to verify the absolute position 
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55 Function Set-Up Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aSS 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Respon.e *nnnn_nnnn_nnnn_nnnn_nnnn_n 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

See also 55A, 550, SSG, 5SH, S5!, SSJ, S5L, 5SN, SSO, SSP, SSJ, 55Q, S5U 

Reports the status of the ss commands (SSA - SST) settings. 

~~nn_nnnn_nnnn_nnnn_nnnn_f 

ssu------------------------~-
.:.:.:::::::;::.;.::;:;.:.;.:-:=::;!;.;.:.;.:.:-:.:.&«.:.:.:-:-:-..::=:.x«·:!:!:«·:&·:·:.: .... :·:·:-:·:·:·:s;::::.!«.;.;;:::.:.:.;.:-;.:.:-:.?-:-:.;.:.;.;.:-:.:.:-:.:.;.:.:-:.:::.:.:.:.:::.:.;.:.;-:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.;.:.;.;.;.:.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.;.;.:-:.:.:.:.;.;::.:.;.:.;.;.;.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.;.;.:.;.;::.;.;.;:;.:.:.;.:.;.;.;.;.:.;.:.;.;.;.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.;.:.;.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.;:;.;:;::.:.:. 

SSA RS-232C Echo Control 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SSAn 
Unit. n - mode 
Range 0 = off, 1 = on 
Default None 
Response None 
See also 55 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command turns the RS-232C echo (the retransmission to the host device of characters received from 
the remote device by the ZX) on and off. 

Q SSY: Echo on 
Q 5SA1: Echo off 

In the Echo On (SSMI) mode. characters that are received by the ZX are echoed automatically. In the Echo 
Off (SSA1) mode. characters are not echoed from the zx. This command Is useful only If your computer can 
handle echoes. In a daisy chain. you must have the echo turned on (SSy) to allow ZX's further down the 
chain to receive commands. 
Command DeScription 
> SSAl Tums echo off(charaders sent Ie !he ZXare notec:hoed back Ie !he host) 

.,' ."~:': ,;.;·.':-:·:· • .:-.':·.·.'x:;· • .; :::-:« .• :,'.;-:.;.,-:.;. -:<':;-:.; •••• :: .:.-:::«.:«.:::< .• ::<.;« .. <.:.:.:-: .... : ... :::<.::.~.:::: ; .... ,·:<·x·; :,.; "::'" .:.:-:.:.,':':'.' : •• : ••..• : ,',::. ':':": ',': ,', :::', "';:";!;" .::.:.:. ;: ••••• :::. : •• : •• : ••• ;:: ••• ;.: •••• : ;.; ;';-: :.:.::::. :: ••• ;.:: •••• : ...... ::,.;' .~ ••••• :.: ... :.: :';.:.,'::: :.:.: ::.:::;: •• : ••••• : ••• ::: :::',",. : : ::.: : .: •••• : 

SSD Alternate Mode Stop 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SSOn 
Un It. n = mode 
Range 0 = off, 1 on 
Default None 
Response None 
Se. also ss 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command sets the function of the Stop (s) command when Issued during the Alternate Mode (MA). 
SSOl stops motion immediately (when S Is issued). An SSOIlJ stops motion at the end of the current cycle 
(when S Is issued). 

Q SSOl: Stops motion Immediately 
Q SSOIlJ: Stops motion at end of current cycle 
Command DeScription 
> SSOl Set aI1ernaIII mode stop k) 1 
> MA Set to Al1emafe mods 
> G Executa !he move (Go) 
> S Slop motion immediatBly 
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SSG Clear/Save the Command Buffer on Limit 
Type 5et-Up 
Syntax <a>SSGn 
Units n .. mode 
Range 0 = off, 1 = on 
Defau It None 
Response None 
See also 55, LAD, LD 

Version A 

Attrlbut.s 
[x) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

In most cases, it is desirable that upon activating an end-of-travel Umtt Input, all motion should cease until 
the problem causing the over-travel is recttfled. This w1ll be assured If all commands pending execution In 
the command buffer are cleared when hitting a Umtt. This Is the case If SSGe Is specUled. If SSGl is 
specified and a Umtt is activated, the current move is aborted, but the remaining commands in the buffer 
continue to be executed. 
Command 
> SSGl 
> AlIIJ 
> ADS 
> VS 
> D25111111111 
> G 
> 11111 

oesCi1ptlon 
Save buffer on limit 
Set acceleration b 10 ~ 
Set deceIeraIion to 5 rp62 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cisIance b 25,000 staps 
Execute 1he move (Go) 
ldivaIB programmable ou1pU1S .1 .~ 12 

SSH Clear/Save the Command Buffer on Stop 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SSHn 
Un Its n = mode 
Range 0 = off, 1 = on 
Default None 
Response None 
See also ss 
Cl SSHIII: Clears command buffer 
Cl SSH1: Saves command butTer 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

In normal operation (SSH~) the Stop (s) command or a dedicated stop input will clear the command buffer. 
If you select the Save Command ButTer On Stop (ssn) command, a remote stop Input or Stop (s) command 
will only stop execution of a move in progress. It wUl not stop execution of any commands that remain in 
the butTer. 
Command 
> SSHIII 
> A11II 
> AD2111 
> V5 
> D25111l!l111 
> LSIII 
> G 
> T.S 
> N 
> S 

oesCi1ptlon 
Clear buffer on stop 
Set acx:eIeration Ie 10 rps2 
Set deceleration Ie 20 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cistance Ie 25,000 s1epS 
Loop 50 times 
Execute 1he move (Go) 
Pause for 500 msec 
End Loop 
Stop execution 

SSI Enable/Disable Interactive Mode 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SSIn 
Units n = mode 
Range 0 = off, 1 = on 
Default None 
Respons. None 
See also S5, SSA, SSN 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

When the Interactive mode is enabled and the device address Is set to one. the ZX responds with a prompt 
(» when it understands a command and a question mark (1) when it does not. Both responses are preceded 
with a Une feed. carriage return sequence. In Interactive mode, the ZX will transmit a *READY and a (» 
when energized or when a Reset (z) command Is executed. 

If you try to define a loop command. you wtll not get back a (» until you finish defining the loop. SSI1 
disables the Interactive mode. You will not receive (» or (1) from the ZX after commands are executed. the 
ZX will not transmit a *READY and a (» when energized or reset. 
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SSJ Enable/Disable Continuous Scan Mode 
Typ. Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SSJn 
Units n = mode 
Range 0 - off, 1 = on 
Default None 
Re.pon.. None 
Se. also XR, XD, XT, IN, INL, XO, SN, SS 

o SSJe: Disables Continuous Scan mode 
o SSJI: Enables Continuous Scan mode 

Version A 

Attrlbut •• 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

When Scan mode Is active, the ZX continuously scans the Inputs designated as sequence select Inputs by the 
IN command and executes the sequence represented by the BCD number on the Inputs. If Interrupted Run 
Mode (xQ) Is active, all sequence Input Unes must go inactive prior to scanning the next sequence. An S 
command discontinues continuous sequence scanning. When Scan mode ts fnactfue. the ZX does not scan the 
BCD numbers for sequence executiDn. In this mode. you can execute sequences with the RS-232C interface. 

SSL Resume Execution Enable 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SSLn 
Un Its n - mode 
Range 0 ~ off, 1 = on 
Default None 
Response None 
See also s, c 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

SSL stops execution of commands. then resumes execution when the Continue (c) command is received. 
o SSLe: Disables the resume feature 
o SSL1: Resumes sequence execution or commands In the buffer when Continue (c) command is entered 
You can stop a program or move using Stop (s) or the Remote Stop Input. If SSLl Is enabled. the move wUl 
resume when c Is entered. 
Command 
> SSLl 
> XEl 
> XDl 
>A1 
> ADS 
>V1 
> D211l0000 
> G 
> T2 
> G 
> XT 
> XR1 

oescriptlon 
Enable resume function 
Erase sequence #1 
Define seqJet'lC8 #1 
Set acc:e/eration k) 1 rps2 
Set deceleration to 5 rPs2 
Set velocity to 1 rps 
Set cistance k) 200,000 sEps 
ExeculB the move (Go) 
Set delay time t) 2 seoonds 
ExecuIB the move (Go) 
End definition of seqJence #1 
Roo seqJence #1 

SSN Set Message Mode 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>SSNn 
Un Its n = mode 
Range 0 ~ off, 1 = on 
Default 1 
Response None 
See also 55, 551 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

When the Interactive mode (SSI) is active and Message mode Is activated, an error message accompanies 
the prompt (?) to identify the error. 

o SSNe: Turns off Message mode 
o SSN1: Turns on Message mode 
Command oesCription 
> SSIIII Set t) 1n18raClive mode 
> SSNl Set t) Message mode 
> PR The commarid is incorrect-the response is: DBVl:CK ~DUSS _ UQUDtBD 
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T Time 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>':n 
Units n = seconds 
Range 0.001 to 999.999 
Default None 
Response None 
See also TRD 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The TIme (':) command causes the ZX to walt the number of seconds that you specify before it executes the 
next command In the buffer. This command is useful whenever you need to dwell within a sequence. The 
value n can be a variable (refer to the VAIl command). 
Command 
> NN 
> AS 
> ADS 
> VS 
> D2Sf'IJf'IJf'IJ 
> Tlf'IJ 
> G 
> TS 
> G 

beSCrlption 
Set to Normal mode 
Set acceIa ation to 5 ~ 
Set deoeIeraIion to 5 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cisIa'Ioe to 25,000 SEps 
Pause tor 10 seconds 
Execute !he :eJ.Go) 
Pause tor 5 aher !he move ends 
Execute !he move (Go) 

10 Set Input Debounce Time 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>TDn 
Units n = milliseconds 
Range 1 to 1000 
Default 2 
Response None 
See also INL 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

TO sets the time (in mllliseconds) that the Inputs must remain active to be recognized as valid. The value, n. 
should be set long enough to avoid problems with bouncy switches or noisy environments. 

If the parameter n is not supplied the TO command responds with the current setting. This command affects 
all but the registration tnputs including CWand CCWend-oj-travel limlt inputs. if the value for n is larger than 
the time the end-oj-travel tnputs are active, the inputs may not be recognized. 
Command Description 
> 1 TDSO Set inputdebounce lime to 50 milisec::ond& 
> 1 TO Report CUTent c:Iebculce setting 

*OEBOUNCB_TIMB_SO_NILLISBCONOS 

TOR Set Registration Debounce 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>TORn 
Un Its n = milliseconds 
Range 1 - 255 
Default 10 
Response *TDRn 
See also IN, REG 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command sets the time (in mUliseconds) that a registration input must be valid to Initiate a registration 
move. The value should be set to avoid problems with bouncy switches or in noisy environments. 

TEST Test Version A 

Type Motion Attributes 
Syntax <a>TEST [x] Buffered 
Units None [ ] Device specific 
Range None [ ] Saved independently 
Default None [ ] Saved in sequences 
Response None 
See also None 

This command rotates the motor one revolution (as defined by the Configure Motor Resolution ICMR) 
command) In each direction at a velocity of 1 rps. It Is designed to test the ZX drive Interface. The 
command ignores the limlt switches and software settings that would normally preclude such motion to test 
the lnterface. Use this command with extreme caution. 
Command 
> OiT 
> CMR2Sf'lJf'IJfIJ 
> ON 
> TEST 

oescrlptlon 
Tum off !he drive 
Set motor resolution to 25,000 pulseshaY. 
Turns on the drive 
ZX sends 25,000 pulses to !he ctive in each cIrecIion (CW & CCW) 
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1F Set Following Time 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>TFn 
Un Its n = milliseconds 
Range 1 - 32 
Default 4 
Respons. *FOLLOWING_TIME_n_MILLISECONDS 
See also S 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command sets the time (tn ms) that the encoder uses In the following function to obtain the ZX step 
output frequency. The TF value should be adjusted to obtain maximum smoothness of the motor shaft. For 
example. a 'l'rC command sets the sample time at 4 ms. every 4 ms the ZX outputs a new step frequency 
based on the accumulation of encoder pulses during those 4 ms. 

1M Move Time Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aTIl 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *MOVE_TIME n MILLISECONDS 
See also None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
( ] Device specific 
( ] Saved independently 
( ] Saved in sequences 

This command reports the length of time (in milllseconds) the previous move required for completion. The 
timer begins at the end of the Go (c) command and runs until the move is complete. The timer indicates 
how many milllseconds were required to output the requested number of pulses. 
Command DesCliption 
> MN Set., NonnaJ mode 
> Alii' Set acx:eIeralion to 10 ~ 
> ADlIIJ Set deceleralion to 10 rjx;2 
> Vl Set velocity to 1 rps 
> D251/J11JQ1 Setcislancieb25,ooostaps 
> G Exscutle the move 
> 1 Til Report the time the mewe requi'ed 

1R Wait for Trigger 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>TRn 
Units n = state of input (see below) 
Range 0, 1, or X 
Default None 
Respons. None 
See also IN, INL, TS 

Version A 

Attributes 
(xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

When the ZX reaches TR. it waits until the Inputs (configured as triggers with the IN command) match the 
pattern before executing the next command. It will not test inputs not set as triggers. The voltage level that 
represents an active state Is defined with the INL command. The order of comparison of the Inputs set as 
trigger Inputs ranges from Input #1 to #7 (as labeled on the unit). 

TRnnn 

First Input ------~III 
Second Input 
Third Input ---------' 

Only inputs designated as Trigger 

Triggers synchronize ZX operations with external events. They can Implement a handshaking function with 
other devices. The non variables and their functions are listed below: 
1 Input active (ON) 
IIJ Input inactive (OFF) 
x Oon'tcare 
Command 
> IN2A 
> IN3A 
> IN7A 
> TRlU 
> AllIJ 
> AD211J 
> V5 
> D251/J11JQ1 
> G 

7 4 ZX IndexerlDrive 

oesCripdon 
Configure input in as a trigger 
Configure input 13 as a bigger 

~fi~~~':l~ ~ ~and input,7 b be inactive before running the next oomrnand-input 13 is ignored 
Setacceleralion .,10 ~ 
Set deceleralion b 20 rjx;2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cistanoe b 25,000 slep6 
Executle the move (Go) 



TRD Read Timer via Parallel Input'Output 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>TRD<c><d><e> 
Units c, d - digit selector, e scaling factor 
Range c, d = 0 - 7, e = 0 - 9 
Default None 
Response None 
Se. also IN, OUT, STR, T 

Version A 

Attrlbut •• 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

TRD inStructs the ZX to read tlmer values from Compumotor's TM8 Module (refer to ZX IndexerlDrl.ue User 
Guide for more on the TM8 Module). 

Inputs 1 - 4 must be configured as data inputs. The inputs must be configured as active low (uLm) and 
outputs 1 - 3 must be configured as strobe outputs to use the TM8 Module. 

The command syntax allows for digit range selection through the optlonal <c><d> fields. The <c> field 
signifies the start of the digit range to be read from the TM8 Module. The <d> field represents the end of the 
digit range to be read. The values of these fields can range from 0 to 7 with the <c> field always being less 
than or equal to the <d> field value. The <c> and <d> values represent the following TM8 Module digits: 

<C>, <'1> Value 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TM8 Module Digit Location: + 1 1 

The <e> field scales the distance value by 10e. If the <c> and <d> fields are used. the <e> field must be 
used. If the <c>. <d>, and <e> fields are not used. TRD wlll read all the digits of the TM8 Module. If you are 
using the TM8 Module. the Output Strobe Delay TIme (STR) must be set to 10 or greater. The maxlmum 
value read and scaled cannot exceed 999.999 seconds. 

You may use a PLC with the TRD command. The TRD command uses a multiplexed I/O scheme. The 
outputs strobe through a BCD sequence at the (Set Strobe Output Delay TIme (STR) command rate and 
reads one BCD digit at a time. The outputs and inputs must be configured as in the TM8 Module read case. 
TRD will Issue the following strobe sequence: 

01 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 

Voltage Level I 
02 m ~-=Da-ta--:-In-('""A-c""'tlve--:Lo"'--w-:-)--' 

low 
low 
hiJl 
high 
low 
low 
high 
hiJl 

low 
low 
low 
low 
high 
high 
high 
high 

MSD (Digit 1) 
Digit 2 
Digit 3 
Digit 4 
Digit 5 
Digit 6 
Digit 7 

LSD (Digit 8) 

The PLC, while reading the output strobe, must place the appropriate data at the ZX inputs 1 - 4. Input 1 is 
the digit's LSB and input 4 the MSB. Configuring an input as a data valld line would allow the PLC to 
control the rate at which the outputs will strobe through the above sequence. 

Turn the TM8 Module to the following setting: +1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8. Enter the following commands: 
Command 
> TRO"'3'" 
> TR0773 
> TR01S2 

bescriptlon 
lime delay is 1.234 seconds 
lime delay is 0.008 x 103 = 8 seconds 
TlIlle delay is 23.456 x 102 = 2345.6 seconds 
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UNTIL Until 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>ONTIL(e) 
Un Its e - evaluation condition 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also UNTIL. WHILE. NWHILE 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved In sequences 

UNTIL marks the end of the UP EAT command. The ONTIL condition Is false. program flow Is redirected to the 
REPEAT command. where the commands between REPUT and ONTIL are executed again. Those commands 
will continue to execute until the ONTIL condition Is true. then the commands after ONTIL will be executed. 

REPEAT ••• commands ••• ONTIL(condition) 

The IF. WBEIt. WBILE. and ONTIL commands contain fields that are evaluated to provide conditional 
program flow. The evaluation statement Is contained In parentheses after the IF. WBIU and ONTIL 
commands. An underscore U indicates each comparison. 
Q II' (condition) •• commands •• BLSB •• commands •. NIl' 
Q REPEAT •• commands •• UNTIL (condi t ion) 
Q WBILB(condition) •• commands •• RWBILB 

The conditions are comprised of a set of evaluation statements: 
CD FLnnnnnnnn: compare to user flag. Use srL to set the bits and evaluate them with the FL comparison. 

n n n n n n n n 

Bit 0 ---1 I 
Bit7--------------~· 

® INnnnnnnnnnnn: compare to input status (uses the same data available with the IS command). 
IN n n n n n n n n n n 

~~1:~~ -1 III 
Input 1 --------1 
Input 7 -----------------.... 

@ ERnnnnnnnn: compare to error flag. This comparison is most effective In a sequence that is executed on a 
fault condition ( See XFlt command). The ER comparison can then determine what type of fault occurred. 

H ........ CCWUmk_\Bft7) ER 1] n 1 n

l 
n n 

Hardware CW Umit Reached (Bit 6) 
Fault (Servo Fault) (Bit 5) --
Software CCW Umlt Reached (Bit 4) 
Software CW Umit Reached (Bit 3) 
~ed--------------------------' 
User Fault Input Is Reached --------------' 

@ Variable compares: 
VARn>VARn 
VARn-VARn 
VARn<VARn 

The ZX has two counters that can evaluate comparisons. pos stores the absolute position count in 
motor steps traveled since power was applied to the system. There are three ways to zero this counter: 
Q Home the ~stem 
Q Issue a PZ (Position Zero) command 
Q Reset the system either with the power or the reset (Z) command 
rEP is the second counter (only in ZXF systems). It tracks the total number of steps received from the 
following encoder. This counter can be reset by with the PI'Z command. Either of these counters can 
be substituted for the variable in a comparison or loaded Into a variable for program manipulation. 

@ AND: Boolean and operation 
@ OR: Boolean or operation 
Command Description 
>Ir (DIl' OIl ~, If input status is 10 or the user flag is 01, execute next command, else eXeaJte command following ELSII:. 
>GOl - - Execute predefined move 1 
>u.a& EL8& command 
>G02 Execute predefined move 2 
>IIII' End of if 
>VMS-P08 Set Variable 5 _ to ament position 
>UPEU' Repeat command 
>G05 Execute predefined move 5 
>'1'5.. Delay 5 seconds 
>H Change Directlon 
>C1I'l'IL('08>vu.5 MD DI., If the In~t status is "" and the poeltlon counter II ~ 10,000. execute next command. el ... execute REPEAT 
>VlIJl&-r08 - - Set Vanable 8 _ 10 current POSition 
>tIHD.&('08>VAU_MD_Dl.) If absolute position counter Is > variable 8 and Input statui il 00, execute next command. eI .. execute command 

follOWing JlWKIU command. 
>G07 
>'1'2.11 
>I1WIIIL& 

Execute predefined move 7 
Delay two seconds 
End of whil&--jump to nIU command 
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v Velocity 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>V<n> 
Units n = rps 
Range 0 - 179.9999 
Default 1 
Response *Vn 
See also A, CPE, D, FSD, G 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The v command defines maximum motor speed. The value Is stored In nonvolatile memory. Entertng a 
velocity that Is beyond your system's capabilities will cause a following error. If the following error exceeds 
the CPZ value, the ZX will fault and stall (If It Is enabled). The value n can be a variable (see VAR command)-
Velocity max - f(motor-resolution). 

Command DeSCrIption 
> Me Set ITlOY8to conlinuous 
> AS Set aooe/eralion to 5 rps2 
> ADlf/J Set daoeIeralion to 10 rps2 
> VS Set velocity to 5 rps 
> G ExecuIEl th8 move (Go) 

VAR 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

Variables 
Programming 
<a>VARn 
n = variables 
1 - 30 
o 
*snnnnnnnnnn.nnnnn 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

Thirty variables (VARl - VAR31ll) can perform mathematical operations and then be used for selected data fields 
or In evaluation statements. You can substitute variables for data fields for the following commands: 
XG (VARn) GolD sequence number con1ained in VARn 
XR (YARn) Run se<Jlence number contained in VARn 
XRP (VARn) Run with pause sequence number contained in VARn 
GOTO (VARn) GolD sequence number con1ained in VARn 
GOSUB (VARn) Gosub ID sequence number c:ontai'Ied in VARn 
L (VARn) Load loop count with value in VARn 
V (VARn) Load Velocity with value in VARn 
D (VARn) Load Distance with value in VARn 
A (VARn) Load acceleration with value in VARn 
AD (YARn) Load deceleration with value in VARn 
DP (VARn) Load dislanC8 point with value in VARn 
FP (YARn) Load foUowing point with value in VARn 
T (VARn) Load and execute a timer with value in VARn 
FOL (VARn) Load Following with value in VARn 

Command oescriptlon 
VAR1-SIII Load variable #1 with 50 
XR (VAAl) Execule S8qJEII'lC8 #50 

You can use Variables In mathematical operations to obtain new values: 
Q Addi.tion: YARn-YARn+VARn Q Diviaion: YARn-YARn/YARn 
Q Subtraction: YARn-YARn-YARn Q Multiplication: VARn-VARn*YARn 

A constant, POS (present posltlon counter value) or rEP (Following Encoder PoslUon) can replace the operands: 
Q VAR1-VAR2+2111 Q VARS-POS+SllltIIIHI 
Q VARS-VAR7 Q VAR~.2t1. 62 

Command 
VARl-2111 
VAR2-5 
VAR3-VAR1-VAR2 

7 8 ZX IndexerlDrive 

Description 
Load variable #1 with 20 
Load variable 12 with 5 
Variable #3 now contains (20-5) or 15 



VARD Read Variable via ParallellnputiOutput 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>VARDn<c><d><e> 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 

Units c,d = digit selector, e = scaling factor, n = variable [ ] Device specific 
Range c, d = 0 - 7, e = 0 - 9, n = 1 - 30 
Default None 
Response None 
See also STR, IN, OUT 

[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

VARD instructs the ZX to read variable values from the 1M8 Module (refer to the ZX Indexer!Drfvc User 
2IWlI for more on the TM8 Module). Inputs 1·4 must be configured as data inputs and Input 5 may be 
configured as a sign input. The inputs must be configured as active low (INI.e) and outputs 1·3 must be 
configured as strobe outputs to use the TM8 Module. 

The command syntax allows for digit range selection through the optional <c><d> fields. The <c> field Is the 
start and <d> Is the end of the digit range to be read from the 1M8 Module. The. The values of these fields 
can range from 0 to 7. The <c> field Is always less than or equal to <d>. The <c> and <d> values represent 
the following 'm8 Module digits: 

I <C>, «I> Value 0 2 3 4 S 6 71 I 
. TM8 Module Digit l.ocaIion: + 1 1 1 1 1 1 _ 

The <e> field scales the distance value by lOe. If you use the <c> and <d> fields. the <e> field must be used. 
If <c>. <d>. and <e> are not used. VARD will read all the 'm8 Module's digits. If you use the 'm8 Module, the 
Output Strobe Delay TIme (STR) must be set to 10 or greater. 

You may use a PLC with the VARD command. VARD uses a multiplexed I/O scheme. The outputs strobe 
through a BCD sequence at the Set Strobe Output Delay TIme (STR) command rate and reads one BCD digit 
at a time. The outputs and inputs must be configured as in the 1M8 Module read case. VARD will issue the 
following strobe sequence: 

Voltage Level 
01 02 CD Data In (Active Low) 
low low low MSD (Digit 1) 
high low low Digit 2 
low high low Digit 3 
high high low Digit 4 
low low high DigitS 
high low high Digit 6 
low high high Digit 7 
high high high LSD (Digit 8) 

The PLC. whUe reading the output strobe. must put the proper data at ZX Inputs 1 . 4. Input 1 is the digit's 
LSB and input 4 Is the MSB. Configuring an input as a data valld line allows the PLC to control the rate at 
which the outputs wUl strobe through the above sequence. 

fum the TM8 Module to the following setting: + 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s. Enter the following commands. 
Command oesCription 
> VARD1, 1113 Read variable 1 from digits 0-3 x 100 
> 1 VARl * 1II1M/l1M/l1M/l1i/HHJ1M/l1M/lf/J. 1112345 
> VARD2 Read variable 2 from all digits 
> lVAR2 *f/J1M/l1M/l1M/l1i/HHJ1M/l123.45678 
> VAR2, f/J75 Read variable 2 from aI digits and scale by 105 
> lVAR2 .1i/HHJ1M/l1M/lf/J12345678.~ 
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VRD Read Value from Parallel Input/Output 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>VRD<c><d><e> 
Units c,d - digit selector, e ; scaling factor 
Range c, d = 0 - 7, e ; 0 - 9 
Default None 
Response None 
Se. al80 IN, OUT, STR 

Version A 

Attrlbut •• 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

VRD instructs the ZX to read Velocity values from the TM8 Module (refer to the ZX'lndexer/Ddpe User 
.2WdJ! for more on the TM8 Module). Inputs 1 - 4 must be configured as data inputs. Input 5 may be 
configured as a sign inpuL The Inputs must be conftgured as active low (D1U1) and outputs 1 - 3 must be 
configured as strobe outputs to use the TM8 Module. 

VRD'S syntax allows for digit range selection through the optional <c><d> fields. The <c> field starts and the <d> 
fields ends the digit range to be read from the 1M8 Module. The values of these fields can range from 0 - 7. The 
<c> field Is always less than or equal to <d>. The <c> and <d> values represent the following 1M8 Module digits: 

I 
<C>, <d> Value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 I 

. TM8 Module Digit Location: + 1 1 1 . 

The <e> field scales the distance value by lOe. If the <c> and <d> fields are used, the <e> field must be 
used. If the <c>, <d>, and <e> fields are not used, VARD will read all the 1M8 Module's digits. If you use the 
TM8 Module, the Output Strobe Delay TIme (STR) must be set to 10 or greater. 

You may use a PLC with VARD. VARD uses a multiplexed I/O scheme. The outputs strobe through a BCD 
sequence at the Set Strobe Output Delay TIme (STR) command rate and read one BCD digit at a time. The 
I/O must be configured like the TM8 Module read case. VARD will Issue the following strobe sequence: 

I 01 
VOltageQ2LeVei ,... L..I ---=-:----,.."...-:---:---,---, 

. ..... Data In (Active Low) 
low low low MSD (Digit 1) 
high low low Digit 2 
low t91 low Digit 3 
high high low Digit 4 
~ ~ ~ D~5 
high low high Digit 6 
low t91 high Digit 7 
high high high LSD (Digit 8) 

The PLC. whUe readIng the output strobe. must place the correct data at the ZX Inputs 1 - 4. Input 1 Is the 
digit's LSB and Input 4 Is the MSB. Configuring an Input as a data valid line allows the PLC to control the 
rate at which the outputs will strobe through the above sequence. 

Tum the 1M8 Module to the following digits: + 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8. Enter the following commands. 
Command Description 

> VRDQl3Ql Read velocity from dgils 0-3 x 100 
> IV *Ql.Qll234 
> VRD 3 71 Read velocity from digits 3-7 x 101 
> lV *45. 678/IJ 
> VRD 674 Read velocity from digits 6 - 7 x 104 
> IV */lJ78_I/HIlQI/IJ 

VS Set Start Velocity 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>VS<n> 
Un Its n - pulses per revolution 
Range 0.00000-179.9999 
Default 0 
Response *VSn 
See also v, MR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The motor will Jump lmmedlately to vs value before ramping to a V value. If the vs value Is greater than the 
V value for a move, the V command value will not be used. (It will move up to the V value immediately). If 
you use the STOP command to end a move, the ZX will ramp down using the deceleration value. 
Command 
> CMR21/J1/J 
> MC 
> VSl 
> vs 
> A2/IJ 
> Q 
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Description 
Set molDr resolution ., 200 pulses per rfN 
Set mode continuous 
Start/S"p velocity set to 1 rp8 
Set velocity ., 5 rps. 
Set ac:ceIeration ., 20 rps2 
Execute the move (Go) 



W1 Signed Binary Position Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aWl 
Units n = Steps 
Range None 
Default None 
Respons. *n (n - steps) 
Se. also PR, W2, W3 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

Report back gives immediate binary representation of posltlon relative to start of the current move. The 
format of the response Is a four character response (nnnn) that Is Interpreted as a 32-blt binary number. 
The number must then be Interpreted by the host device to give a numertcal position In steps. The format Is 
In 2's complement. Move In negative direction wtll report back negative number (bIt 31 Is set to 1). 

Interpreting BinarY position Reports 

This form of position report (nnnnn). consists of five bytes. The first wtll be the axis number. followed by 
four bytes that must be ltnked together (concatenated) to form a 32-blt binary number. A typical ZX 
communications algorithm expects to handle characters rather than binary numbers and may have 
problems with this kind of response. Assume that a response equivalent to the ASCII characters ..... t, o. 
and I ( .... refers to the CTRL key and •• an unprintable character) Is gtven. The binary code for this 
response should be: 

/ 
00000000 00100011 00110000 00101111 

This code has to be Interpreted by the computer. The four characters must be converted to their ASCII code 
numbers and multlplled by the appropriate power of 256. The first character received Is the most 
signlficant byte. Refer to the table below for a conversion technique for .... , 0 /. The formula used for 
the binary conversion is: 

ASCII Value . Character Multiplier - Character Value 
Response ASCII Value Character Multiplier Conversion (steps) .... 0 16,777,216 ( 2563 ) 47 

• 35 65,536 (2562 ) 12,288 
0 48 256 (2561 ) 2,293,760 
I 47 1 (256°) 0 

Position Total: 2,306,095 

The transmission is not preceded with an asterisk (*) to maximize response time. Do not use the WI 
command when multiple ZX units are daisy-chained. 
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W2 Hexadecimal Position Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aW2 
Units Steps 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *nnnnnnnn (nnnnnnnn = steps) 
See also PR, W1, W3 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[ I Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

The immediate hexadecimal character position report back (during motion) indicates position relative to the 
start of current move. The format of the response is 8 hexadeCimal characters. Your computer needs to 
convert these characters into a usable format. This command does not indicate direction. You wUI receive 
an unsigned number. 

Digit 
h (MSD) 

h 

h 

h 

h 

h 

Digit Multlpll« 

h 0167 = h 0 268,435,456 

h 0166 = h 0 16,777,216 

h 0165 = h 0 1,048,576 

h 016 4 - h 0 65,536 

h 0163 = h 0 4,096 -
h 016 2 = h 0 256 

h h 016 1 = h 0 16 
h (LSD) h 016 0 = h 0 1 

The variable h can be one of the following values: 
DecImal 

Value 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Command 

Hexadecimal 
Value (h) 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
C 
o 
E 
F 

Description 

-----

> lW2 *(lIOOI/JFA(lI4 A dstance of FA04 (64,004 steps) has been lraVeIed since the start of !he last move. 

W3 Signed Hexadecimal Position Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aW3 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *nnnnnnnn (n = steps) 
See also PR 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[ I Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Immediate Position Request (W3) command provides a position report in signed hexadecimal While the 
motor is moving. The report indicates position relative to the start of the current move. 
Interpreting Hexadecimal Position Reports 
This form of position report (*nnnnnnnn) Is generated by the W3 command. It consists of an asterisk 
followed by eight hexadeCimal characters: 0 through 9 and A through F. The position report Is followed by a 
carriage return. 

The decimal value of the hexadecimal expression can be determined using the technique demonstrated in 
the example. The response Is In two's complement notaUon reflecting direction. Negative numbers imply 
CCW moUon. 
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Positive W3 Response Interpretation 
The system provides responses in the following format: 

MSD LSD 

*hhhhhhhh 

The first digit Is the most significant dIgit (MSD). The last digIt is the least significant digit (LSD). Refer to 
the table below for the value of each dlglt. 

Olgll Olgll MuIUpU. 

h (MSD) h '16 7 = h • 268,435,456 = 

h h .16 6 = h • 16,777,216 = -----
h h .165 = h • 1,048,576 

h h .164 a h • 65,536 = -----
h h .163 m h • 4,096 = 
h h .162 = h • 256 = 

h h .161 = h • 16 
h (LSD) h '160 = h • 1 = 

The decimal (h) may have one of the values shown below. 
Decimal Hexadecimal DecImal Hexadec:lmlll 
Value Value Value Value 

o 0 8 8 
1 1 9 9 
2 2 10 A 
3 3 11 B 
4 4 12 C 
5 5 13 0 
6 6 14 E 
7 7 15 F 

Using the previous tables, review the decimal value that would be calculated if the following hexadecimal 
response were given: *IZlIZJIZl433AE 

Hexadecimal Character Multiplier 
16 0 • 268,435,456 
16 0 • 16,777,216 
16 0 • 1,048,576 
4 4 • 65,536 
3 3 • 4,096 
3 3 • 256 

A (a 10) 10 • 16 
B (- 14) 14 • 1 

Negative Ji3 Response Interpretation 

Conversion (steps) 

Total Steps: 

o 
o 
o 

262,288 
12,288 

768 
160 

14 
275,374 

If the first digit of the response Is an F, the response represents a two's complement negative number. 
There are several ways to convert an 8-dlgit two's complement hexadecimal number to decimal. 

The Binary Approach 
<D Convert the hexadecimal response to binary form. 
® Complement the binary number. 
@ Add 1 to the binary result. 
@ Convert the binary result to decimal value with a minus sign placed ahead of the decimal value. 

The Compyter Approach 
<D Subtract the hexadecimal number from 16 a (232 or 4, 2U, 967,296). 

The Easy Way 
<D Ignore all the leading F'S. then convert the hexadecimal number to decimal. 
® Subtract the next largest power of 16. 

The indexer responds to W3 as follows: *FFFF9E5a 

<D Delete the I"s: 9E5a hex - 40,536 

® Subtract from 164 : 10000 hex - 65,536 
@ Subtraction Result = - 25, 000 
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WHEN When 
TYP8 Set-Up 
Syntax <a>WBEN(e) 
Units e ~ evaluation condition 
Range None 
Default None 
Response * (condition) 
S8e also XWHEN 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The WHEN command allows you to continuously examJne a set of conditions. If the condition Is true, the ZX 
will execute the sequence defined by the XWUII command. The command currently In progress will finish, 
and then the XWUN sequence executes. 

The II", WBEN, WBILE, and UNTIL commands contain fields that are evaluated to provide conditional 
program flow. The evaluation statement Is contained In parentheses after the II", WBlLE and UNTIL 
commands. An underscore U indicates each comparison. 
o IF(condition) •• commands •. ELSE .. commands .. NII" 
o REPEA~ •. commands .. UN~IL(condition) 
o WBlLE(condition) .. commands •. NWBILE 

The conditions are comprised of a set of evaluation statements: 
G) FLnnnnnnnn: compare to user flag. Use SI"L to set the bits to evaluate them with the I"L comparison. 

n n n n n n n n 

Bit 0 --.--J I Bit 7 _______ --1. 

® INnnnnnnnnnnn: compare to Input status. This comparison uses the same data available with the I s 
command. 

IN n n n n n n n n n n 

g~~~~it ---l I II 
Home -------'. . Input 1 ______ ...J Input 7 ___________ ...J 

@ ERnnnnnnnn: compare to error flag. This comparison is most effective In a sequence that is executed on a 
fault condition ( See xu: command). The ER comparison can determine what type of fault occurred. 

Hardware CCW Umit Reached tBit 7) ER 1] nl n n n 
Hardware CW Umit Reached (Bit 6) 
Fault (Servo Fault) (Bit 5) ---
Software CCW Umlt Reached (Bit 4) 
Software CW Umit Reached (Bit 3) 
Reserved-----------------~ 
User Fault Input Is Reached -------------' 

® Variable compares: 
VARn>VARn 
VARn-VARn 
VARn<VARn 
The ZX has two counters that can evaluate comparisons. pos stores the absolute position count In 
motor steps that the motor has traveled since power was applied to the system. There are three ways to 
zero this counter: 
o Home the system 
o Issue a PZ (Position Zero) command 
o Reset the system either with the power or the reset (Z) command 
rEP Is the second counter (only In ZXF systems). I"EP tracks the total number of steps received from the 
following encoder. This counter can be reset by with the PZ command. Either of these counters can 
replace the variable In a comparison or be loaded Into a Variable for program manipulation. 

® AND: Boolean and operation 
® OR: Boolean or operation 
Command oescl'lptlon 
>XWHBN2 Set sequence 12 ~ be exeaJ\ed if !he WHEN condition is true 
)WHBH (IHXX_OR_ZRXXl) When the home input bec:ome& active or Iher8 is a servo fault, execute !he XWHEN sequenoe 
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WHILE While 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>WBILE (e) 

Units e - evaluation condition 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also NWHILE, REPEAT, UNTIL 

Version A 

Attrlbut •• 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The WBlLE command In conjunction with the lIIWBILE command provides a means of condltlonal program 
flow. HWBILE marks the beginning of the conditional statement. If the IIBILE command evaluates true. the 
commands between WBlLE and HWBILE are executed and continue to execute as long as the WBILE 
command is true. However. if the WBlLE command is false, program execution jumps to the command after 
NWBlLE. Up to 16 levels OfWBILE commands may be nested. 

WBILE(condition) ... commands ... HWHILE 

The II', WHEN, WBlLE. and UN'lIL commands contain fields that are evaluated to provide condltlonal 
program flow. The evaluation statement is contained In parentheses after the IF. WHILE and UNTIL 
commands. An underscore U indicates each comparison. 
Q II'(condition) .• commands .. ELSE .. commands .. Nlr 
Q REPEAT .. commands .. UNTIL(condition) 
Q WHILE (condition) .. commands .. NWHILE 
The conditions are comprised of a set of evaluation statements: 
<D I'Lnnnnnnnn: compare to user flag. Use SI'L command to set the bits and evaluate them with the I'L 

comparison. 

n n n n n n n n 

Bit 0 --.-J I 
Bit7--------------~· 

® INnnnnnnnnnnn: compare to Input status. This comparison uses the same data avaUable with the I S 
command. 

CCWLimit 
CWUmit 
Home 
Input 1 

IN n n n n n n n n n n 

---.J I II 
Input 7 ---------------' 

® ERnnnnnnnn: compare to error flag. This comparison is most effective in a sequence that Is executed 
on a fault conditlon( See XI'K). The ER comparison can determine what type of fault occurred. 

ER n n n n n n n 

H_ ... CCW Umll_ (Bit 7) I I II Hardware CW Umit Reached (Bit 6) 
Fault (Servo Fault) (Bit 5) -----
Software CCW Umlt Reached (Bit 4) 
Software CW Umit Reached (Bit 3) 
ReseNed-----------------------------' 
User Fault Input Is Reached ------------------

@ Variable compares: 
VARn>VARn 
VARn-VARn 
VARn<VARn 
The ZX has two counters that can evaluate comparisons. POS stores the absolute position count In motor 
steps that the motor has traveled since power was appUed to the system. There are three ways to zero this 
counter: 
Q Home the system 
Q Issue a PZ (Position Zero) command 
a Reset the system either with the power or the reset (Z) command 
I'EP is the second counter (only In ZXF systems). rEP tracks the total number of steps received from 
the following encoder. This counter can be reset with the prz command. Either of these counters can 
be substituted for the variable In a comparison or loaded Into a variable for program manipulation. 

@ AND: Boolean and operation 
@ OR: Boolean or operation 
Command 

>NWHILB 

DeSCription 
If the absolute posiIion oounlBr is greata: than variable 6 and the input status is 00, execute the next 
command, else execute the comi'nand following the WHZLB command. 
End of while-:iump to WHILB command 
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XBS 
Type 
Syntax 
Unit. 
Range 
Default 
Response 

Sequence Memory Available Report 
Status 
aXBS 
Bytes 
None 
None 
*n_OF_8~~~_BYTES_(x')_SEQUENCE_RMEMORY_REMAINING 

n - bytes a - 8,000, x = , a - 100 
See also XDIR 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command reports the remaIning amount of memory that can be used for sequence storage. The total 
space available for sequence storage is 8.000 bytes (characters). This command is useful to find out how 
much more programming can be done on the zx. after defining several programs. It reports both number of 
bytes aVailable. and the percentage (%) of memory available. 
Command Response 

xc Sequence Checksum Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aXe 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *n (n = byte sum 0 - 255) 
See also XD, XE 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command reports the nonvolatile memory checksum. After the unit has been programmed. the 
response can be used for system error checking. The number reported does not Indicate the number of 
bytes programmed. This response is designed to be used for comparison. As long as the sequences are not 
reprogrammed. the checksum response should always be the same. Use the xc command to remove a 3QJ 
error (bad battery-backed RAM checksum). 
Command Respon •• 
> lxe *QJQJ149 

,.<::.:.:.;.:.;.:.; :.: •• : .... : ••. : .•• :.::::.::.;.:. ';':"':':"':":";":":':::',::,:.:.: •• :":'" .:.:.::;.:.,.: •..• : .•. :.: ::.: •• : •••• :.: •• :;:.:.::.::.: :", ::.':': :-.: '.:.: ::.::::. :'::'::.::.,: •.•.• :~ : •••• :: : .•••..••• ,::.: ,:' :.:: ••••.• :.: ' •.• : ••• ;~:: .:.:::.:.; •• ' ••• :.;.:~: •••• :::: •• :: •.•• :.;... • •••• ;.:;.:.: .: .•.•••• : ••.•• : •. :::.:~.:.:.;-: .• ;.: •• :.: ........ ::: •• :.: .•. : •••• : ••• ; .... : •• :.'. ;'.':: . • .: ..• 

XD Sequence Definition 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>XDn 
Un Its n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Defau It None 
Response None 
See also XE, XR, XT 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command begins sequence definition for a specific sequence. All the commands between the X D 
command and the Sequence Tennlnation (XT) command will be defined as a sequence. If a sequence you 
are trying to define already exists. you must erase that sequence before defining it. Immediate commands 
cannot be entered into a sequence. 
Command Description 
> xu Erase sequence #1 
> XDl Define seqJence #1 
> MN Set mode normal 
> A1QJ Setacoeleration ID 10 rps2 
> AD2QJ Set deceleration Ie 20 rps2 
> vs Set velocity to 5 rps 
> D1QJ~ Setcistanoele 10,OOOs\lap& 
> G Execu1e the move (Go) 
> XT End defining S8CJ.I&no9 " 
> XRl ExeaJ1e S8CJJ8nC8 #1 
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XDIR Sequence Directory 
Type Status 
Syntax aXDIR 
Units None 
Range None 
Defau It None 
Response see below 
See also XBS 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command reports the sequence number (sequence #l to #100). and the amount of memory used by 
each sequence. The response Is In the following format: 

lXDIR *NO_SJ:QtJJ:NCJ:S_DJ:I'INJ:D - If no sequences are defined 

lXDIR *SEQtJENCE_N_tJSES_X_BYTJ:S 

*SEQtJENCJ:_N_tJSES_X_BYTES 

If a sequence exists. it would Ust the sequence number and the number of bytes used by the sequence. 
Command Response 

XE Sequence Erase 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>XEn 
Un Its n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Default None 
Response None 
See also XD, XR, XT 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command allows you to delete a sequence. The sequence that you specify (n) will be deleted when you 
issue the command. Caution should be used when executing this command as the sequence is irretrievable 
Command Description 
> XEl Deletes sequence #1 

XEALL Erase All Sequences 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>XEALL 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also XD, XE, XR, XT 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command erases all defined sequences. It should be used with extreme caution. 
Command Description 
> XEALL Erase all defined seqJenceS 
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XFK Set Fault or Kill Sequence 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>XI'Kn 
Un Its n = sequence number 
Range 0 - 100 
Default 0 
Response *n 
See also K, XR 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

XFK selects the sequence that will be executed If a fault or kill condition occurs. XFU causes no sequences 
to be executed. This command can reset an output (If a fault or kill condition exists). You can also use this 
command to send messages through the RS-232C Interface when a fault or kill condition exists (When going 
home and the Umlts eve reached. the xnc routfne wfI1 not be executed). The fault conditions are llsted below: 
"NO ERRORSIWARNINGS 
°DRI'iIE ERRORS: 

- °03 OVER VOlTAGE WARNING 
"04-0VER\Iot.. TAGE-
"1rIND~R SHUTDOWN 
·18l.0W VOLiAGE 
"19-SHO~T CIRCUIT 
"20-Posm6w ERROR EXCEEDED 
"2CROWNG AVE CU~RENT FAULT 
"22-AVERAG~ CURRENT L1M1'r EXCEEDED 
"23-DRIVE ENABLE NOT ACTIVE 
"27-VELOCIlY ERR"OR ~CEEDED 
"30-BRAM FAIIuRE -
°4CCW I1ARDWARE LIMIT 
"42-CC\9 HARDWAR"E LIMIT 
"43-CW SOFTWARE LIMIT 
"44-CC\9 SOFTWAR"E LIMIT 
"55-powER SUPPL V 'FAILURE 
"60-COMMANDED SHUTDOWN 
"62-CURRENT IN~GRATION FAULT 
"70-RESOLVEFf DISCONNEC~D 
"n-RESOLVER-RESOLUTION FAULT 
"91-HEATSINK ~VER TEMPEAATURE 
*92-MOTOR OVER TEMPERATURE 
"93:PCB_O~R_ TEMPERATURE 

The Kill condition exists If you Issue a Kill (K) command over the RS-232C Interface or parallel Interface. 
Acttvating one end-oj-travellLmtt while homing wLU not cause afault condLtton. Afault condLtton wLU occur if 
the CW and CCW IlmLts are acttvated In an unsuccessful homing attempt. if the user fault becomes acttve. the 
XFIC sequence will execute repetitively. 
Command Description 
> XFKS Execute seqJenc8 #5 when fault or kil condition exists 
> XES Erase seqJenc8 #5 
> XDS Define sequence #5 
> 1 "FAULt OR KILL Send the message 
> Xt - - End sequence definition 

XG GOTO Sequence 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>XCn 
Un Its n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Default None 
Response None 
See also XR, GOTO, GOSUB 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

The xc command jumps to a designated sequence for execution. Once sequence execution Is altered using xc. 
you cannot return to the sequence from which xc originated (unless another xc Is executed). To Jump to a 
sequence and return (COSUB operation), you must use the XR or COSOB commands. There are no llmlts on the 
number of xc commands since nesting Is not Involved. The value n can be a variable (see the VAR command). 
Command 
> XEl 
> XDl 
>A2 
> vs 
> D11/J~ 
> G 
> XGS 
> Xt 
> XES 
> XDS 
> IPR 
> Xt 
> XRl 
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Description 
Erase seqJenc8 #1 
Define sequence '1 
Set acceIeralion tI 2 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set dstance tl10,OOO staps 
EX9QJtas the moIIe (Go) 
Gotc~#5 
End defining Sequence #1 
Erase seqJence #5 
Define sequence #5 
Absolute Position Report 
End seqJence #5 definition 
Execute sequence '1 



XQ Sequence Interrupted Run Mode 
Type Set-Up 
Syntax <a>XQ<n> 
Unit. n = mode 
Range 0 ~ off, 1 = on 
Default 0 
Response *n_INTERRUPTED MODE_ON or *n_INTERRUPTED MODE_OFF 
See also IN, 55J, XD, XE, XP, XZ 

a Set Interrupted Run mode (n • 1) 
Cl Clear Interrupted Run mode (n - 0) 

Ver.lon A 

Attribute. 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ I Saved independently 
[ I Saved in sequences 

XQ can only be used with Continuous Scan mode (SSJ). and external sequence select lines. If XQl is 
executed. the ZX will not accept a sequence selected from the inputs until all sequence select lines are 
inactive. Once all lines are inactive. the ZX will read the sequence select lines and execute the sequence 
number that is set there. Interrupted mode wlll continue until an XQj1J command is executed. You may use S 
or It to stop sequence execution. 
Command De8C1fpt/Ol1 
> XBIH Erase sequence '100 

Begin definition of '100 ~ ~iH Disable CW & C~ 
> ssn Set CXlIlIinuous SCAN mode 
> XQl Set InlBnupEd mode 
> X'f End sequence '100 

XR Run a Sequence 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>XRn 
Units n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Default None 
Response None 
See also XD, XE, XG, XRP, XT, G05UB, GOTO 

VerSion A 

Attribute. 
[x) Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

XR executes commands within a deSignated sequence. XR can be used within a sequence to start execution 
of another sequence (XR acts llke GOSoB-sequence execution returns to the calling sequence. Up to 16 XR 
commands can be nested. The value n can be a Variable (refer to the VAR command). 
Command 
> XBl 
> XDl 
> Al/IJ 
> AD2/IJ 
> V5 
> Dl/IJI/JH 
> G 
> X'f 
> XR1 

oescrlptlon 
Erase SeqJenoe #1 
Delne 5eqJenc:e '1 
Set acceleration m 10 rps2 
Set deceleration m 20 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cistanc:e m 10,000 seeps 
ExeoJleS the mewe (Go) 
End defining SeqJenoe '1 
Execute SeqJenoe '1 

XRD Read Sequence via Parallel InpuVOutput 
Type Motion 
Syntax <a>XRDcd 
Unit. None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also IN, OUT, 5TR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x) Buffered 
[ ) Device specific 
[ ) Saved independently 
[ ) Saved in sequences 

XRD instructs the ZX to read sequence values from Compumotor's TMB Module (refer to the U 
Indser/Ddpe User Quide for more on the TMB Module). Inputs 1-4 must be configured as data inputs. The 
inputs must be configured as active low (INUJ). Outputs 1-3 must be configured as strobe outputs to use the 
TMB Module. 

The command syntax allows for digit range selection through the optional <c><d> fields. The <c> field is the 
start and <d> is the end of the digit range to be read from the TMB Module. The values of these fields can 
range from 0 to 7. The <c> field is always less than or equal to <d>. The <c> and <d> values represent the 
following TMB Module digits: 

<C>, <cb Value 

TM8 Module Digit location: + 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1 

If the <c> and <d> fields are not used, the XRD command will read all the TMB Module digits. If you are 
using the TMB Module. the Output Strobe Delay TIme (su) must be 10 or greater. 
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You may use a PLC with the no command. no uses a multiplexed I/O scheme. Only output 1 should be 
configured as a strobe output In this case. Inputs 1-4 still need to be configured as data Inputs. Output 1 
strobes (on/off) through a BCD sequence at the Set Strobe Output Delay TIme (uR) command rate and 
reads one BCD dlglt at a time. The outputs and Inputs must be conftgured as in the TM8 Module read case. 
XRD will Issue the following strobe sequence: 
01 Data In (Active Low) 
low MSD (Digit 1) 
high LSD (Digit 8) 

The PLC, wh1le reading the output strobe, must place the appropriate data at the ZX Inputs 1 - 4. Input 1 Is 
the dlglt's LSB and input 4 is the MSB. Conftgurtng an Input as a data valid line allows the PLC to control 
the rate at which the output 1 will strobe through the above sequence. 

Tum the TM8 Module to the follOwing digits: + I 2 3 • 5 6 7 8. Enter the following commands. 
Command 
> XRDfIll 
> XRDH 
> XRD67 

Deicriptlon 
F\Jn sequence .12 
F\Jn sequence .1 
A.Jn sequence .78 

XRP Sequence Run With Pause 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>XRPn 
Unit. n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Default None 
Response None 
See also c, XD, XE, XR, XT 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command is identical to the Sequence Run (XR) command, except that it generates a pause condition. 
You must clear this condition with the Continue (e) command before the ZX executes the command buffer. 
The pause condition is asserted only if the sequence is valid. This allows you to execute a sequence without 
the delay of buffering that sequence. XRP can be used within one sequence to start execution of another 
sequence (In this respect, XRP acts like GOSOB). Up to 16 XRP commands can be nested. 
Command 
> XES 
> XDS 
> Alfll 
> vs 
> D1"""" > G 
> X'r 
> XRPS 
> c 

Description 
Erase seqJence 15 
Define seq.lEIIlC8l5 
Set acceleration to 10 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cislanC:e to 10,000 steps 
Execute the move (Go) 
End defining sequence 15 
Fl.In Sequence #5 -MIh a pause 
Execute seqJenoe 15 

::;:::::: .••••• : •• :'.: :.: .•.•.• :.' ••••••• :.: ••• :.: ••• :. •. :; ••.•• : •••••••• : •••• : •. ; ";':':"':'?'::;" .':' •• ':':' : .• :.;::::.;.;.;; ••• ;.;.;. ;.: •.• ;': .••..•••• ; ••••• '~.: ;'.: •••• :.;.: ...... :.'.:' .: ••• ;.;.' :: ••• :.:::.:.:".: •••• : •• :. ••• :.:. •••• • .•. ;.:.:.: .•••• :.?,;.:.;.:::.; ... :.:::.:.:.;.:.:.;.:.:"':';';':':"':';;;':";;':':':';'?;~':';':';';'":.;.:.:.;.;.: •.• ;.: .•. ;.:.:.: ••• ;.;.:.;.;:; •••. ';"':':' ':., •• ::::: :::::::;:.;:::::::::;. 

XS 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

Sequence Execution Status 
Status 
aXS 
None 
None 
None 
*SEQUENCE_n_COMMAND_n or 
*SEQUENCE EXECUTION NOT IN PROGRESS 

See also XTR - - --

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command transmits the sequence number and the command currently being executed to the host via 
the RS-232C Interface. If a sequence is not being executed, a message Indlcattng that is transmitted. Thls 
command is useful to determine the progress of program execution. 
Command oesCilption 
> xu Erase seqJence .1 
> XDI Define S8CJ.IenC8 .1 
> Alfll Set acceleration to 10 rps2 
> AD2" Set deceleration to 20 rps2 
> VS Set velocity to 5 rps 
> D2"HH Set cislanC:e to 20,000 SEps 
> Q Execute the move 
> X! End definilg SeqJence .1 
> XR1 ExeaJ19 seq.J9I'lCe '1 
> IXS Request sequence.1 execution stabJs *SBQUBNCI I CQCMIOO) V5 is transmitted as that command was being 

run when XS was issued - - -
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XSD Sequence Status Definition Report 
Type Status 
Syntax <a>XSD 
Units None 
Range None 
Defau It None 
Response *n 
See also XD, XE, XT 

This command reports back the status of previous sequence defin1t1on (XD ••• XO:). 
form *n[cr]. The valid values and descriptions of n are shown below: 
o (lJ Download O.K. 
o 1 A sequence already exists with the number you specified 
o 2 Out of memory. The sequence buffer Is full 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The response is in the 

The XSD command is useful for verifying that the last sequence deftnition attempt was successful 
Command Response 
> lXSD *1 

XSR Sequence Status Run Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aXSR 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response *n 
See also XR, XRP 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

XSR allows you to check whether or not the last sequence you issued started successfully. 
and deSCriptions for n are shown below. 

The valid values 

o (lJ = Last attempt to run the sequence was successful 
o 2 = Invalid sequence number was requested 
Command Description 
> XR2 Pals ~ #2 
> lXSR *(lJ SeqJence started OK 

XSS Sequence Status Report 
Type Status 
Syntax aXSSn 
Un Its n = sequence number 
Range None 
Default None 
Respon se *n (n = " or 2) see below 
See also XD, XE, XT 

Version A 

Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command reports whether the sequence is empty or programmed. The valid values and descriptions of 
x are shown below: 

o (lJ - Empty 
o 2 - Programmed 
This command Is useful to see If the particular sequence exist. 
Command Response 
> lXSSl *(lJ (Nolhing is programmed in sequence '1) 
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XST Sequence Step Mode 
Typ. set-Up 
Syntax <a>XST<n> 
Units n = mode 
Rang. 0 - off, 1 = on 
Default 0 
Response *n_STEP_MODE_ACTIVE or *n_STEP_MODE_INACTIVE 
See also t, XR, XTR 

Ver.lon A 

Attrlbut •• 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

XST sets the ZX to Sequence Step mode. XST can only be used with the Step (n) command. When a sequence ls 
run with Sequence Step mode active, every time you Issue a Step (n) command, the ZX will execute n commands 
in the sequence buffer. 

Q XSTl: Sequence Step Mode active 
Q XSTQI: Sequence Step Mode inactive 
Slnce a t command must be sent over the RS-232C interface, XST cannot be run in Standalone mode. The 
sequence must be executed in RS-232C mode. Enter a dellmiter after the t to execute the command. In 
Trace (XTR) mode, the ZX will display n commands every time In Is entered. XST Is useful for 
troubleshooting-to see what occurs with each command. The Klll (It) command aborts sequence execution. 
Command DeiCilption 
> XEl Erase~.1 
> XDl Define ~.1 
> AS Set aooeIeraIion to 5 rp&2 
> V2 Set velocity to 2 rp& 
> DllllllllZIQI Setdstanc:eto 10,OOOsEp6 
> G Execute !he move (Go) 
> XT End~~'1 
> XSTl Enable single smp mode 
> lXTRl Enable trace mode 
> XU Execute~.1 
> • Execute !he 1st command 
* SEQUENCE QllIll COMMAND AS Display !he 1st command execulad 
> , - - - Execute the 2nd command 
* SEQUENCE IIlllll COMMAND v2 Display !he 2nd command execu\l9d 
> • - - - Ex8ClA9!he 3rd command 
* SEQUENCE IIlllll COMMAND Dlllllllllllll Display !he 3rd command executed 
> • - - - EX8CU1Ie !he 4th oommand 
* SEQUENCE IIlllll COMMAND Q Display !he 4th command execulad motor should have moved 10,000 steps 
> • - - - EX8CU1Ie !he 5th oommand 
SEQUENCE JllIll_ COMMAND _ X'r Display !he last command execulad 

XT Sequence Termination 
Type Programming 
Syntax <a>XT 
Units None 
Range None 
Default None 
Response None 
See also XD, XE, XR 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The XT command Is a sequence terminator. This command flags the end of the sequence currently belng 
defined. Sequence definition Is not complete until this command Is issued. 
Command 
> XDl 
>101 
> Alii' 
> vs 
> D2SIIllllI/J 
> G 
> XT 
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oescriptlon 
Define &ecJl8I1C8 #1 
Set move to mode normal 
Set ac:celeration to 10 rps2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cislanCe to 25,000 sEp6 
Execute !he move (Go) 
End secplnC8 definition 



XTR Set Trace Mode 
Typ. Set-Up 
Syntax aX!R<n> 
Un Its n - mode 
Rang. 0 - off, 1 = on 
Default 0 
R.spons. *n_TRACE_MODE_ACTIVE or *n_TRACE_MODE_INACTIVE 
Se. also XR, XST 

V.rslon A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

leTR transmits the command that is executed from the ZX to the host via RS-232C Interface. XTR only works 
if a sequence is being run. EnabUng Trace mode transmits the commands and the sequence number belng 
executed. If you have a Loop (L). REPEAT. or WBILE command In a sequence. it wUI also display the 
Iteration count XTR is useful if the user wants to see where the program is In the execution cycle. 
(J XTR1: Enables Trace Mode 
(J XTRflJ: Disables Trace Mode 
Command oesert. 
> XEl E/aS8 .1 
> XDl OelneSecpnoeI1 
> All/J Set acceIeralion to 10 rps2 
> V5 Set velocity to 5 rps 
> D25121111l/J SetcistanCeto25.000stepB 
> L2 ~200-
> G ExeaJ8s the move (Go) 
> N EndLocp 
> XT End defiring Sec:plnce ., 
> lXTRl Enable Irace mode 
> XRl Exec:uIB Sec:plnce #1 

After turnlng on the Trace mode. as you run the sequence (Xltl). the controller will display the current 
command being executed. The Trace mode output is shown below: 

*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_A10 
*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_V5 
*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_D25000 
*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_L2 
*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_G_LOOP_COUNT_001 
*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_N_LOOP_COUNT_001 
*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_G_LOOP_COUNT_002 
*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_N_LOOP_COUNT_002 

*SEQUENCE_001_COMMAND_XT 

xu Upload Sequence 
Type Status 
Syntax aXO 
Units n = sequence number 
Range 1 - 100 
Default None 
Response *_(sequence contents) 
See also XD, XE, XT 

Version A 

Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

Upload sequence. The sequence n will be sent to the host. via RS-232C Interface preceded with an asterisk 
(*) and terminated by an extra [cr]. All command delimiters in the sequence wUI be sent out as 
underscores. If the sequence is empty. * _ [cr] is transmitted to the host. 
Command oescrlptlon 
> lXOl Uploads S8(JJeflC:e 11 from unit 11 

XWHEN 
Typ. 
Syntax 
Units 
Rang. 
Default 
Response 
See also 

Set When Sequence 
Set-Up 
<a>XWHEH<n> 
n - sequence number 
a - 100 
a 
*n 
WHEN 

Version A 

AUrlbutes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

This command selects the sequence that will be executed upon a WBEN condition evaluatlng true. A 
selection of l/J causes no sequences to be executed. The WBEN condition continually examines a set of 
conditions. and If the condition evaluates true. the XWD. sequence executes. 
Command Description 
> XWBEN5 Execute sequence #5 when the WBElI ooncItion is true 
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v 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Rang. 
Default 
Respons. 

Stop Loop 
Pro9rammin9 
<a>Y 
None 
None 
None 

See also L. LRD. N 

Version A 

Attribute. 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Stop Loop (Y) command takes you out of a loop when the loop completes its current pass. This 
command does not halt processing of the commands In the loop unttl the ZX reaches the last command of 
the current loop. At that time. the ZX executes the command that follows the End Loop (N) command. The 
command loop cannot be restarted unless the entire command structure is entered. Including the Loop (L) 
and End Loop (N) commands. 
Command 
> L 
> AU' 
> AD211 
> V5 
> D25111111 
>T2 
> G 
> N 
> y 

Z 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See also 

DeScription 
Loop indefiniely 
Set acceleralion to 10 rps2 
Set deceleration to 20 rPs2 
Set velocity to 5 rps 
Set cis1anoe to 25.000 stapS 
Wait2seconc1s 
ExeculB !he move (Go) == 

Reset 
Programming 
<a>Z 
None 
None 
None 

Version A 

Attributes 
[ ] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The Z command is equivalent to cycling power to the zx. This command returns all Internal settings to 
their power up values. It clears the command buffer. Uke the Kill btl command. the z command 
immediately tennlnates motion. When the z command Is used. the ZX Is busy for 2.500 ms and Ignores all 
commands. 
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